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CHAPTER I .

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the systems
of operations in the Paris , Illinois, School District #95.
Major emphasis was placed upon:
1.

The district ' s use of patterns and procedures.

2.

A determination of how the district's educational
dollar was spent in comparison with districts of
similar size and expenditure level in the United
States.

Education in the United States operates on a decentralized system.

The federal government has traditionally

been concerned with the progress and improvement of American
education and has given federal assistance in the form of
legislation , financial aid and grants.

Each state is

responsible for its educational program and although most of
the state departments provide guidelines for the operations
of local school districts , the control of the schools rests
with the voting public in the form of elected school boards
(school board members are appointed in a few areas) .
Local control of the schools has resulted in diversity
in the quality of educational services offered from one
distric ' to another .
district

11

It would be safe to assume that school

A 11 controlled by efficient , capable , educational

2

leaders could provide a higher quality of education with X
dollars, than could school district "B" whose leaders were
floundering in a sea of routine tasks.

Since school districts

offer their communities varying qualities of education -what can they do to make sure that they have an efficient
school system operation which encourages and supports
excellence in educational service to children and youth?
The National Education Association spent five years
developing an evaluative device for the comprehensive study of
school systems' operation.

The document has been through four

drafts and critical revisions.
of

Excellence~

Its publication, Profiles

was used in the evaluation of the Paris, Illinois ,

School District.

1

In determining how the Paris School District spent its
educational dollar; in comparison with other school districts,
this study used as its tool , the facts found in the 1965-66

c;;;t-~f Ed~cation I~d~~ 2 as published in the January , 1966 ,
issue of School Management. 3
The Cost of Education Index was designed to be used
to:

4

1 Prof iles of .Excellence~ National Education Association,
Washington~ D. c.; November 1966 .
2 11 cost of Education Index" , School Management~ January
1966 , p . 110.
3 Ibid .
4Ibid.

3
1.

Compare a district's overall costs with
those of others in the same region and size
group .

2.

Compare a district's expenditures for specific
items such as transportation and maintenance.

3.

Discover the areas in which a district is overextending or under-expanding .

4.

Compare expenditures , spending patterns and
staffing ratios of a district with districts
across the nation whose overall expenditures
closely match theirs.

Evaluation is the basis to the improvement of any
continuing educational program.

4

Importance of Study
This ~ype of study can be of value in two significant
ways .

To the student enrolled in the administration and

supervision program at this or any university , this information
is of major importance in introducing him to , and allowing
him to become familiar with the varied and numerous operation
of the school .

The experience and exposure provided to the

student through this type of

s~udy

will increase his knowl - dge

of school district operations, and will aid him in becoming
an efficient educational administrator.
Of equal importance , is the purpose for which this study
serves the school district being evaluated.

Each district

is expected to provide and maintain the best educational system
possible .

However , how does a school district know the

quality its system maintains unless frequent evaluations are
made?

In today 1 s world;· where knowledge and technology are

increasing at a phenomenal rate , each school district mu t
be evaluated and re-evaluated if it hopes to develqp and
maintain an environment conducive to insuring the chance for
each student to reach his highest educational potential.
Evaluation is basic to the growth and improvem
continuing educational program.
compara~·ve

t of any

The contirued use of the

and evaluative processes which this study

utilizes will provide direction in raising the quality of
education in the Paris , Illinois School District.

5

Scope of Study
This study will ident1fy those readily-observable
aspects of the school system operations which encourage
and support excellence in educational service to the community
it serves.

It is not within the scope

deal in personnel matters nor
district's operations.

~f

this study to

dis~retionary

aspects of the

This paper will not measure the

quality of teaching that goes on in the classroom nor deal
extensively with the behavioral aspects of other professional
services rendered in the district.

It is the aim of this

study to identify areas in which specific efforts at improvement might be directed.
Profiles of Excellence, the evaluative device primarily
used as a guideline, consists of nine major sections with
relation

Each sub-topic consists of two
descriptive paragraphs, as follows: 5
1.

~-topics.

Inferior practice - practice which ranges from
undesirable , but not crucial, to intolerable,
requiring immediate reform.

2.

Superior practice - practice considered ideal.

In each sub-topic, below the paragraphs which describe
inferior and

sup~rior

practice, there is a row of five

boxes labeled:

5 Profiles of Excellence# National Education Association,
Washington, D. c.~ November 1966.
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1.

Inferior.
4.

2.

Below Average

Above Average

s.

3.

Average

Superior

As each section and sub-topic is evaluated, judgment
of the investigators was used i1 measuring the actual practice
in the system against the

descr~ptive

pa.ragraph.

Several

of the criteria used are expressed in quantitative rather
than qualitative standards .
Eight of the nine major sections outlined in Profiles
of Excellence will be used .

The section dealing with Local

Professional Associations and a number of sub-topics dealing
with personnel matters and specific personnel have been
omitted.

The sections to be used cover the following areas:

1.

The Educational

2.

Administrative Operations.

3.

Board of Education.

4.

Staff Personnel, Policies and Procedures.

s.

Professional Compensation.

6.

Conditions of Professional Service.

7.

The School Plant.

a.

District Organization, Finance, and Business

~ogram.

Administration.
The facts and figures necessary to do a comparison
for the 1966-67 fiscal year were not available at the time
of the study.

As a result, this study based its comparison

on the figures for 1965-66.

As was stated in Chapter I , the

Cost of Education Index for the 1965-66 year will be used as

7

the instrument in conducting the comparison.

This study

will use comparisons of the operations being evaluated
wherever figures are available and the resul

~

of the

comparisons will prove valuable in the evaluative process.

8
Definiti~n

of Terms

Evaluation - The term evaluation was used in this study
to describe the extent to which the criteria
outlined in Profiles of Excellence were
present in the Paris School District, in
the judgrne.nt of the evaluators.

Q

Survey of Related Materials
At the time this study was being developed, a tenyear study was being made at the Paris , Illinois School
District. by Mr.

~oseph

Doglio, principal of the high

school , and is limited to his school.
Dr. Russell F.

Hamm~

from the School of Education

at Indiana State University, eanpleted a survey in 1966
which evaluated the physical facilities, personnel,
curriculum and instruction of the Paris High School .
The most recent study to be completed was the
accreditation survey carried out by the North Central
Association on February 6 , 7 , 8 , and 9, 1967 .

This survey

also was limited to the high school.
This study should supplement the others mentioned.

10
Method of Procedure
The first task of the evaluative process was to collect
the required data .
were used .

In doing, this several different techniqu s

In instances where this study would benefit,

combinations of the techniques were employed .

The following

list contains the techniques used and the purposes in which
they served .
1.

Study of Printed Materials--this included any
~hich

information
Examples:

A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
2.

was revelant to the evaluation.

Hand.boo~

of ~ritten Policies and
Procedures .
Student Handbook .
Teacher Handbook .
11
Salary anc. Class Schedule 11 •
Cu rr iculum Guide .

Direct Observation--visits to the school and the
collection of data which were not available in
printed form or which provided more revealing
information .
Examples:

A.
•

c.

3.

Condition of school plant.
Food services offered •
Size of transportation services .

Personal Interview--used to supplement direct
obs

ation.

Exarnpl s.

A.
B.

Up-dating obsolete materials.
Identifying policies not in print.

When the data were collected and studied thoroughly the
evaluation procedure began , using the criteria outlined in
Profiles of Excellence .

11

Three visitations were made by the two researchers .
On the first visitation printed materials and permission
to visit all schools in the district were obtained from
the superintendent .

After reviewing all the collected data ,

questions were written by the researchers concerning any
information not collected or understood .

The second and third

visitations included questioning the various principals
concerning needed information and evaluating the school
plant and sites .

12
Guidelines of

~tudy

The areas which this study will evaluate on the basis
of comparative spending of the educational dollar have been
indicated by an asterisk .
I.

The Educational Program
1.

Educational Objectives

2.

Scope of the Educational Program

3.

Pupil Growth and Development

4.

Curriculum Organization and Content

s.

Curriculum Study and Revision

6.

Staff Preparation

7.

Staff Certification

s.

Staff Growth and Development

*9 .

Number of Professional Personnel per 1 , 000 Pupils

*10 .

Specialized Instructional Personnel in the
Elementary Schools

*11 .

Health Services

12.

Special Services

13 .

Special Education

14.

Libraries

*15 .

Instructional Materials and Equipment

l~ .

Grouping for Instruction

17 .

Evaluating Pupil Progress

Jo .

Guidance Program

19 .

Reporting to Parents

20 .

Cooperation in Teacher Preparation
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II .

*21 .

Student Activities

*22 .

Research , Experimentation , and Innovation .

Administrative Operation
1.

Policy Determination

2.

Central-Office Administrators and Supervisors

*3 .

Administrative Staff for Individual Schools

4.

Delegation of Responsibility to Individual
Schools

s.

Communication with Staff

6.

Public: Information Program

*7 .

Data-Processing Service

*8 .

Transportation Service

*9.

Food Service

III . The Board of Education
1.

Selection of Board Members

2.

Size and Composition

3.

Orientation of New Members

4.

Methods of Operation

s.

Board Meetings

6.

Negotiation with the Staff

IV . Staff Personnel Policies and Procedures

1.

Development of Policy

2.

Written Policies

3.

Job Descriptions

4.

Recruitment

s.

Contractual Agreement

6.

Orientation

14
7.

Transfer

8.

Promotion

9.

Evaluation

10.

Paid Sick Leave

11 .

Paid Leaves for Personal Reasons

12 .

Paid Professional Leaves

13.

Paid Sabbatical Leaves

14.

Extended Leaves

15.

Medical Examinations

16 .

Assessment of Staff Attitudes

17 .

Tenure and Separation--Probationary Personnel

18.

Tenure and Separation--Permanent Personnel

19.

Grievance Procedure

*20.

v.

Retirement Information

21.

Substitute Service

22 .

Personnel Records

Professional Compensation
A.

Salaries
*l .
2.

Schedule and Implementation
Development and Revision

*3 .

Single-Salary Schedule

*4 .

Minimum Salary

*5 .

Maximum Salary with Master ' s Degree or
Five Years of Preparation

6.

Preparation Levels

7.

Number of Annual Increments

8.

Amounts of Annual Increments

15
9.
10 .

B.

Supplementary Salaries

*1 2.

Administrative-Supervisory Salaries

Fringe Benefits
1.

Group Health Insurance

2.

Group Life Insurance

*3.

Liability Protection

1.

Acad.emic Freedom

2.

Personal Freedom

3.

Teaching Assignment

4.

Work Load
Clerical and Nonprofessional Assistance

6.

Lunch Period

7.

Policy on Class Interruptions

B.

Policy on Pupil Behavior

9.

Work Rooms and Faculty

T

unges

The School Plant
*l .
2.

VIII .

Other Benefits

Conditions of Professional Service

*5 .

VII.

Merit Pay

*11 .

4.
VI.

Jtxperience Credit

Sites and Buildings
Building

Fa~ilities

*3 .

Central P.Urpose Classrooms

*4 .

Operation and Maintenance

District Organization, Finance, and Business
Administration
*l .

Size of the District

16
2.

Organization of the District

3.

Fiscal

*4 .

~uthority

of the District

Current Expense per Pupil

s.

B~dgetary

6.

Business Adrni1istration

Process

*7 .

Local Tax

*8 .

Administratio~

9.

*10 .
11 .

E~fort

of Property Tax

Cooperation with Local Governmental Units
State Support and Services
Federal Support
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CHAPTER . II .

SUMMARY OF DATA

Part I - The Educational Program
Paris Union District i95 has a clearly

worde~,

written

statement of the educational philosophy and aims of the
system.

It was formulated by the school board and the

superintendent of schools, without the assistance of the
principals or teachers.

It has recently been revised by

the board and is circula.ted in the district.
The scope of the educational program offered has
increased markedly in recent years .

The district offers the

following educational program:
a.

Kinderg~rten

through grade twelve .

b.

Adult Education Classes.

c.

Member of Junior College District .

It should be noted that kindergarten is available at only
two of the six elementary schools in the district .
Organization and content of the curriculum used in the
elernen~ary

schools is prescribed by a curriculum guide which

was provided by the board and superintendent.
by the schools it
p~omote

i~

If followed

a very inflexible guide which would not

creativity on the part of the teachers.

The high

school is in the process of developing a curriculum guide

18

at the present time .

'Phis is being done through the

combined efforts of the teachers and administrative staff.
The Paris District employs fourteen non-degree teachers
(twelve per cent of the prQfessional staff) .

This group has

307 years of combined teaching experience, with the range running from seven years to forty-four years .

It is the present

policy of the system to appoint oply teachers With a bachelors
degree to their faculty .

Of the

remain~ng

cent of the staff, fifty-six per cent

eighty-eight per

po~sess

bachelors

degrees and thirty-two per cent have masters degrees.
This stµdy found that the district's fifty-four
professional personnel per 1 , 000 pupils was slightly below the
National Education Association's recommended sixty-five
per l , ooo .

In the area of specialized instructional personnel

in the elementary school the Paris District has a band teacher,
a music teacher , a remedial reading teacher , and a speech
correctionist who travel among the six schools .

The absence

of teachers of l\.rt, Science, Mathematics , Health, Physical
Education and a counselor place an extremely heavy burden
upon the elementary teachers .
Health services are not provided for students .

Instead~

the district depen4s upon the facilities of the local hospital
and the county health clinic .

At the present there are no

immediate plans to provide these services for the district.

Library facilities in the district are being improved
each year.

The elementary schools operate with individual
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room libraries instead of a central one for each school.
The high school contains a 7,000 volume library which is
operated by a full-time librarian.

Although the library is

crowded during school hours, because it must double as a
study hall, it remains open to the students and faculty
until 9:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and is open from
8:00 a.m. until 12:00 on Saturday.
Use of audio-visual equipment and materials was in
evidence throughout the district's schools.

However, the

high school was the only school which employed an audiovisual specialist and that was on a part-time basis.

The

district owns a small number of films and relies upon the
County Film Library as its main source of educational films.
In the elementary schools, pupils are grouped for
instruction on an age basis.

There are no groupings for

either the slow-learner or for the gifted student.

The high

school groups its students according to their school program
(college bound and non-college bound) and within these groups
according to achievement.

This is conducted both through

standardized achievement tests (Co-operative English Examination)
and the personal recommendation of the teachers and principal.
It should be noted that the grouping is limited to English,
Mathematics, History and Science.
Although the district relies heavily upon the
traditional teacher-constructed tests for evaluating pupil
progress there is evidence of increased use of standardized

20

tests for this purpose.

Two of the elementary schools use

the Metropolitan Achievement Test and the California Test
of Mental Maturity.

As was stated .previously the only

standardized achievement test given in the high school is
the Co-operative English Examination which is given in the
senior year.
Guidance is an area in which the district is in the
process of raising its standards.

Altbough the elementary

schools do not have a guidance program and the junior high
school has a very limited program (visiting counselor) plans
are being formulated to have a district-wide program in
the elementary and junior high schools.

Paris High School ' s

guidance program employs three full-time counselors for its
950 students .
Reporting forms used in the system contain a space for
the subjects taken by a student, the letter grade received and
a list of keyed comments (example:

1.

Work shows improvement) .

Many of the teachers expressed their dislike for the existing
form of

r~porting

to

parents~

no plans were revealed for its

revision .
Programs of student government are encouraged in the
district especially at the high school level .

They include

a student government, programs in the arts , special interest
clubs , intramural and interscholastic athletics plus music
and drama clubs.

Students are encouraged to participate

in several areas of the school activities.

21

Research; experimentation, and innovation are not
discouraged in the Paris system nor are they strongly
encouraged.

The ten year follow-up study of high school

graduates being conducted by Mr . Doglio is the only formal
research that this study was able to discover.
Part II - Administrative Operation
Policies affecting staff personnel and the educational
program are not entirely a cooperative development.

The

tendency toward policy formulation could almost be considered
administrative centered.

Policy proposals, or recorrunendations

for revision of present policies, are written almost entirely
by the board of education and superintendent and then handed
down to the various schools in the district.

Policy formation

lacks the assistance of principals, teachers and their local
association.
A possible answer to the lack of assistance by
principals in district-wide policy formulation would be lack
of available free time.

Out of the six schools in the

district, only two have secretaries.

have· assistant principals.

None of the six schools

The two schools which appear to need

assistant principals at present are the junior high {enrollment 540) and the high school {enrollment 960).

The four

elementary school principals have full-time . teaching assignments within their respective schools.
these

si~

The work load of

principals would definitely hamper their efficiency

in other areas such as policy formulati©n and curriculum
building.

22

Although the principals have little voice in determining
educational and administrative district-wide policy making,
they are delegated the responsibility of managing their own
schools .

Pressures are not placed on building principals by

the school board or superintendent and they are

enc~uraged

to run their own schools within the boundaries set down by
the board policies .
To·keep the schools informed of system policies , procedures ,
and other matters of interest, several methods are used .
Workshops are scheduled for the first and last days of school
and other events are found scheduled on a weekly calendar.
The district has an inter-school mail system which is operated
by one of the custodians .

Information between the superintendent

and principals is normally transmitted at the weekly visitation
to each school by the superintendent.

occasionally the principal

will visit the superintendent's office.

In the high school ,

the staff is informed by the use of staff handbooks , calendars ,
teachers meetings , and daily announcements by the use o-F the
intercom system.
to

del~ver

teacher

The elementary school principals use

notices if the information is

urgent~

meetings are scheduled as needed.

t

a

otherwise,

A definite attemp '

is bei1: made to provide communications with the staf-F , but
in mos ' instances it is a one-way system.
Compared to the communication program with the staff,
the pul lie information program is not as vigorous or as
comprehensive .

Teachers are encouraged to publish locally

~

23

any

ne~s

which they feel would be beneficial or of interest

to the public.

Infor

t:~n

that is

o be

·

~ished

i

th~

local newspaper must first be reviewed and approved by the
superintendent.

The high school students publish a school

newspaper which could reach the parents of these srudents.
In the lower grades information may be sent home to par3nts
through notes given to students by teachers.

The

superintendent keeps the public informed when bond issues

.

or special referendums are imminent.
No trqnsportation service is owned or operated by the
school district.

The Paris School District has made

arrangements with a di trict located nearby to transport
students to and from the school.
Facilities for the preparation and services of meals
for th

students exist in all of the schools except the

high school.

Students in the high school either go home for

eals or patronize the nearby restaurants found in the town.
In the other five schools a high standard of cleanliness
is maintained wherever food is stored, processed, and
Health is

con~idered

of weekly menus.

~erv

a.

a fundamental factor in the preparation

The two newer schools have cafeteria

arrangements that are flexibl •

In these schools the talle

are folded into the wall and the room can be used for
'

recreational purposes.

Prices of meals for pupils and

are kept as low as possible.
reflects adequate supervision.

taff

The conduct of the pupils
Food service personnel

ap~ear

24

to be

~ell

trained, but in some instances a larger number

of personnel is needed to insure necessary efficiency .
- Part III - The Board of Education
Board members are selected by means of non-partisan
The method of selection aids in securing board

~lections .

members who are representative of the entire community and not
of

spe~ial

~ oard

interest groups.

Among the seven members of the

of Education five are college graduates .

of the board

Occupations

embers consist of architects , bankers , and

businessmen of the town .
Each of the seven board members serves a term of three
years with less than a majority of the terms of office
expiring in any single year .

Two board members terms expire

every year and three terms expire every third year .

Board

members are committed to public education and represent the
community as a whole rather than segments of the population .
A systematic orientation program has not been

devel~ped

to introduce new members to the responsibilities and duties
of board membership.

A series of books are provided by the

superintendent entitled "School Board Leadership in America"
and Crofts • publications which are published monthly for
school board members .

Social gatherings are held occasionally

so that teachers , principals, and board members can be
introduced.
, The board recognizes the superintendent as its chief
executive officer and considers his recommendations on poli::y
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matters.

Responsibility for administering adopted policy

is delegated by the board to the superintendent.

All policies

and regulations governing the schools are made available to
each school in the district.

Board iembers

in

~ticipate

activities of its. regional and state counterparts but not
national associations.
Regular meeting dates of the Paris Board of Education are
the first and third Mondays of each month.

Special meetings

may be called by the president or any two board

lbers.

Clearly stated procedures for inclusion of agenda items are
specified in the board's rules.

All meetings except

executive sessions are open to the public.
and special

~eetings

Minutes of regular

are available to interested individuals.

There are no written professional
between the school board and staff.

negot~ation

policies

At present1 the board

does not recognize the local association {Association of
Paris Teachers) as representative of the staff in negotiations.
Qowever 1 the A.P.T. is progressively working towards recognitior
as a
Part

gotia~ing

rv -

group.

Staff Personnel Policies and Procedures

It has been the prot:?edure withi. the Paris School
District for the school system policies which affect th
personn~l

to be fonnulated and revised without staff

participation.
are

han~~i

t

New policies and revisions of presert

~

down by the board thr9ugh the superintendert.

li~i

~f

These policies are clearly stated in a handbook which is made
available to the staff.

The present handbook was revised in

March, 1966 .
Written job descriptions have been developed by the board
for only two positions , superintendent of schools and building
principals .

These job descriptions include the qualifications

for the position, conditions of employment and the duties of
the position .
Efforts at staff recruitment follow both a formal and
informal program.

When a position is vacant it is made known

to the staff through an informal word-of-mouth campaign .
Anyone knowing a qualified individual who might be interested
in the position is encouraged to have the party contact the
superintendent.

On a more formal basis the superintendent

sends a description of the job vacancy to placement off ices
at colle9es and universities within 100 miles of Paris .

If

he does not fill the position by the use of this "short list"
he then contacts schools which are outside of this 100 mile
radius .
Each staff member receives a written statement of
employment annually , the statement contains only the area
of his assignment, salary, any additional increment he may
qualify for and the dates which the contract covers.
When new members are appointed to the staff they receive
very little in the way of a formal orientation program.

-t the

beginning of each school year there is a district-wide meeting
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of all staff personnel.

This meeting serves as the onl

formal orientation prograrr 1hich '

d~~trict

provides .

Ea~h

building principal conducts an informal orientation program
1hich consists of working out any problems which the new
teacher might encounter as they arise.
Promotional vacancies which develop in the district are
publicized among the staff and an assessment is made of the
existing personnel to see if any qualify for the position .
If there are no qualified staff members then the board seeks
candidates from outside the district .
There is no district-wide evaluation program of the
teachers and administrators in the system.

The superint . dent

does visit with the principal of any school which has
probationary or new teachers.

This is usually don

.,

kly a a

attempts to evaluate the progress of the teacher or teacher
in point.

No program is in

idenc

1hich evaluate

adminis-

trator · and ten' re teachers.
It is the written policy of the district to proviAe ten
days sick leave with f 11 salary for the staff

~ ber ~ .

Tl'i -

polic;:y provides benefits for a staff merilber becausP of
personal illne

1

in the family .

Leaves for personal reasons such as religi

observance ~

salary.

illness in the 'nmediate family and death

or court summon es are not granted

Paid leave for professional reasons is

witho~t

loss of

availabl~

the fo) lo\•i g provisions:
1.

Reimbursable class teachers may attend the annual
state required meeting of their department .

u1der
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2.

Department heads may attend one meeting a year in
their specific field.

3.

All teachers may attend one educational meeting every
other year in addition to the above .

Sabbatical leave for travel or study are not
in the district.

availabl~

Provisions for extended leaves without salary

are not covered under any written district policy.

However ,

it has been the unwritten policy to grant extended leaves for
such purposes as maternity, military and professional study.
Medical examinations are required of all district
personnel both at the time of their employment and annually
thereafter.

Included in this examination · s a chest x-ray .

Staff attitudes are not assessed under any system tic
program.

The district does not make use of questionnaires ,

intervi~w

surveys or group conferences.

Such assessments

might prove valuable to the district , especially with the
growing interest which the staff has in having a voice in
the educational program.
There is no program for retirement preparation in
evidence.

Information concerning the procedural requirement

necessary to secure retirement mt·st be obtained from agencie
outside th

nistrict .

Complet ~

records of staff members are maintained in th<

Office of the Superintendent of Schools .

The file i eludes

up-to-date information concerning certification status,
preparation, experience and professional growth.

It is

tr
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policy to allow authorized personnel to have access to
the material.
Part V - Professional Compensation
, On April 27, 1959, an official salary schedule was
adopted.

March 12; 1962, a revision was made to the schedul 0

,

and from this first revision to February 20, 1967, seven
additional revisions have been made.

All staff members are

on schedule steps appropriate to their years of experience
and professional preparation.

AdministratorP are not on a

agre -,

~nts

d~·

ake '

fixed salary schedule and therefore must

idual

with the board of education for increased

alaries.

All developments and revisions of salary schedules

re

left entirely to the superintendent and the board of educ _tion
without any partici,t·a tion by the staff.
not ~

It is important to

that the single-salary schedule does not make any

distinction among staff members on the basis of grade level
or subject taught.
The salary schedule for the school year 1967-68 placed
th ~

the bachelor's degree minimum at $5500 and
degree maximum at $7700.

ma

tP.r•~

Recognized on the sched\l - are

bachelor's degrees, master's degree and up to 32 hours beyond
the _ aster 1 s degree.

To obtain the maximum

al ary, an

individual must have 32 hours beyond the master's and hav acquired seventeen years of teaching experience.
of annual increments in each preparation
bachelor's degree minimum.

1

The am

1

~

evel is 1.8% of the

':IQ

Ratings of teacher

per~ormance

are not

determine salary nor are salaries based on

to

u~ed

erit pay.

An

individual new to the district cannot transfer any teaching
experience beyond c:i""" years.

Non-+-eaching exper; enc - s

service is not recognized on the salary

milita~

' e1.s

~chedule

of the Paris School District.
Supplemen~ary

salaries have been provided by th

superintendent and board of 'education to provide for duties
accepted by teachers out.sid"" school hours.
supplemented salaries are:

· camples of

ticket taking , athletics, class

sponsorship, yearbook, cheer! ader sponsorshi}?,

.;.L.ud

•'-

council sponsorship, G. A.A., intramurals and audio-visual super•. isor .
P... esently ,
are deficient .

frin:J ~

benefits in the .ari::; School DL,i:.r · ......

It was r ported that on S

~p ...

" ,,

1

I

}

Oh"7

I

_,.coup heal ""11 insurance and group life insurance woul-: ,- .....
aV"ailabl

to staff members , and that payment could be made

througl payroll deduction
' eacher .
Ther
11 ich

~

,'hich ar

is

ov..:.d

~eneral

~or

tl

distr~~~ ,

for the staff member's protec : _. •

provided are

payro 1 l deduction , and
th

liability protection

~iorkmen'
ch~ ~ '-

county health s - , ..:.~ ....

Comp ~ nsation ,

c-rays , which are

which is a
.;:""

rart

of - ... of _w l.onal

Cur...:;.l.1..-L -·•

Vl. -

ervic l~

All stal:f member _ are teachi '=' in gr de le
thic'h co f r .
·' r it t _..

ido:::ut.

polic.; __ ar

Althou-;,h writ

i t ap~ears on the teacher ~ 1 as - sch
lea~

- qualization of class

co

!

iou ly, addi tiona 1 comp

r

c'-"'
i

1 • ...,; i

.t:

1

~u,-j

to their major fields of prof _ "'ional pr par

... ar_ .. ot.
eviden '

or

;..each

i

E

eq ' re ·

-

e s 1:'-

~

Lio

•

norma.11~

on ..:.

•

,

_,,

id .

_

~t

ov..:. .:i

1:'

.:i

....

mal

..L1

work loads.
pend 1 on '.h

Teacl. r
Cld.::> .•:o

- cist among high scl'ool -·
~

th

are

~i

bee

Al 1 teacl

periods .

7
•

ma~

·pancy

school ' 0 acher

b

=L

diff r

-

th er"' 1...
and

unior hi_.

vision
high

......
&

,_

ot

. lunch pro:..,.

tl ...... ir l ur . • J:'ro;r
ol on

1-

In

•

dditioral per

~

r'1

1

':Ira."'-...

.: ..... las

J.

':l

-:h P'° i

n uni t-rrtpt -

n :ary teacher

1

c_ i

en a 50-minut

"'.:hool t_achers

a

}~

instruction or supervision of groups of pupils .

sli ht -is

u.:':11

.. -

o.g1: , 30 hour ...

a.v -

l~r

h

•

.s:

"'""

in t.h - high wCho 1 .
al~

t}.P

f

rna~ -

i

high schv
r

pr

f

+-} •

s

,

_,,

J:;

a-

·,:

~-

"' ....

...
....

1

0.

con.::
•i

... ~ lacJ:i

i

junior hi . l
This t1

.&.

cornput~

•

d

all

f the

':l

ade school , - nn i

and high schools the

fore 1 . aves the cla
~tendance 1

typin~,

a~sistance

d.l,

tr

o~

is a.ta.

room teacher . itr. tl
1 lecting funds

d

•

dutie ... o=
i

..

:2

other clerical service .

The physical means for accomplishing

some of these necessary clerical - ties is also insufficient.
Equipment for typing and reproducing instructional materials
is inadequate, and in some schools in the

distric~ ,

almost

non-existent .
A written policy which does not prevail , and one that
might eliminate future problems to the classroom teacher and
administrator , is a policy regarding class interruption •
These interruptions could

re~ult

from teachers ,

stud ~

ts ,

administrator, parents , salesmen and other persons not
involved in the functioning of the school.

Even though a

written policy has not been adopted , the building principal
makes a definite effort to keep interruptions to a minimum.
One nethod used by some schools in the district to
reduce class interruption on the part of students and ·roprove
the various aspects of pupil behavior and discipline is the
"student handbook."

Samples of some of the items listed in

these handbooks are:

attendance regulations , cleanliness ,

proper dress , care of school property , and proper behavior in
the school .
in solving

Students in the high school who need
~

assistanc~

ehavioral problems have the alternative of s eking

the adv ice of one of the three guidanc,e counselors.
are asked to resolve their own discipline

problems~

Teachers
however ,

if it is beyond teacher control , the discipline is handled
by the principal of the school .

~3

Workr • ms and faculty lounges are pro· ided in al 1 o=
the schools in the district, but in most instances th ""Y are
the same.

Lounges are usually too small and do

"pleasing-to-the-eye 11 appearance .
~acilities

no~ ~

-

id

0

In all schools the

are of the makeshift type .

In one instanc , the

teachers' lounge and workroom is being used as a storag _ ro

ITT\ 1

allowing ::or no use by the teachers .
· Part VII - The School .l nt
Construction of many of the schools in this
back to the mid-l920 ' s .

distri~t

Only two of the schools (g ad

are relatively new (mid-1950 ' s} .

da

schools }

Several additions ha e been

placed on the high school in the past t

years , but it still

doew not r • lieve the overcrowded condition .

The

hig~

schooi

is now at a point where construction is almost impossiblP due
to lack of site space.

Because of the high school ' s presen

site, it is subject to traffic noises and distractions .

Land-

scaping of the high school is slight because the building i
constrt'cted close to the sidewalks which surround the builci g .
01a~r

schools in the district have been renovated,

bu~

they still appear drab and institutional ir appearanc •
older

chools are,

popula~ion

how ~ver ,

Thc-

reasonably accessible to the

t ' "".: serve and are

pl~ed

in pleasant neighborhoods .

The out idP appearance of these schools is remarkabl _ for
th - ir ag

t-

the interiors of these buildings are not co: .. , e " Ply

constrlcted of fire-resi tive materials.
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Very little flexibility is a· ailable in these older
buildings, and in thr two older grade schools, the hallways
are of enormous size on both

fir~t

and second floors wrich

wastes much of the available floor space.

None of the six

schools meets the minimum size of site gui...:ieline !Stablished
by the National Conference on Schoolhouse Con truction'
1964 edi ion of the Guide for Planning School Plants.

Future expansion is in the process.

The distri=t i

considering buying two parcels of land for future construction.
Future plans do not envision additions to any of the schools
except Mayo school, which does have sufficient site space for
expansion.

Additional construction would be placed on the

land to be purchased.
Adequacy of facilities varies among the different
schools in the district.

All the grade schools and the

junior high school have well-equipped outdoor play facilities.
Outdoor play facilities at the high school ar _ not pres -nt.
Indoor physical education facilities are available at all
schools except the two older grade schools.

Shower facilities

are present at the jun1or high and high school level.

a special

auditorium is a feature of the high school, but in the junior
high and the two newer elementary schools, the gymnasium can
be converted into an auditorium.

As previously mentioned,

all schools (with the exception of the high school) have
cafeterias.
without th

Grades K-8 contain only classroom libraries
assistance of a

qu~lified

librarian.

A combina-
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tion

stu~

hall-library is found in the high school with

one full-time qualified librarian .

Besides the student

library , a teacher library is available.
6U.l schools contain
Student lockers are in
high school students.

sanita~

indoor toilet facilities .

se by both high school and

j - ~ior

Older schools still use cloakroom •

Storage rooms for musical equipment are available ... t
th

0

junior high school and high school.

special

l

oth

udio-

visual room and instructor are used in the high school but
the audio-visual
1

equit:ffte~t

in the other schools is plac

erever space is available, usually in th

~

principal •s offic - .

The secondary school has facilities for homemaking ,
busines

education , vocational and general shops , music and

student activities .

This curriculum does not provide any

instruction in art.
ighting in most instances does not offer full efficien

~ .

·uth the exception of the newer schools , colors in som
classrooms are drab.

Heating is sufficient in all schools bu

cooling or air-conditioning is not supplied.

Every classroom

is of ample size and in some of the schools the clas rooms ar
exceedingly large.

Tendency for overcrowding appears only

at the high school .
Operation and maintenance of the schools in this distri< '
are very highly regarded.

Cleanliness and housekeeping is

observed to be a very important factor at each school .

Custodial

and mairtenance staff is adequate at each school except the
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high school where four custodians are now working and
a fifth is needed.

An allowance for this fifth custodian

has been made for the following school year.
Part VIII - District Organization, Finance and
Administration

~usiness

The Paris School District is of sufficient size (2320
students) to provide the necessary educational services
its own boundaries but at present it does not.

ri

in

It op rates

under a charter granted by the State of Illinois in 1869.
The district is

unified~

all the schools within its boundaries

are operated by one administration and school board.

It is

fiscally independent and the school board has the authority
to set the tax levy for school purposes and to adopt and
administer the school budget.
Although the budget is presented and interpreted to the
community thirty days before formal adoption, it is generally
prepare"' , _ the superintendent and the board without active
participation of the other professional staff.
A comparison of the 1965-66 expenditur
has beE

distri~t

made with the national and regional av · r ge plu

average """Tenditur s for districts of similar
United

of th -

~ta~es.

the

ize in the
tr ·

The comparison figures were obtained fr

Cost of Education Index - 1965-66, as was the

prooedur~

~ r

making the comparisons.
In computing the District expenditures, "Expenditure
Pupil Units" (EPU's) were used rather than the actual numl,er
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of pupils.

Expenditure Pupil Units take into account the

fact that it costs more to educate a

l

'gh school student than

it does to educate an elementary school student.

To find the

District's Expenditure Pupil Unit, the average daily att ndance
of the high school students was multiplied by 1.3, this figure
was then added to the average daily attendance of the

lem- tary

schools.
It should be noted that the following comparisor.s s em
rather explicit and exact in that they deal in dollar
cents~

however, the danger in using them too heavily

and
li~s

~

the fact that the school districts do not all agree upon wha
is included in the various categories.
Paris
o/
(

'

Nation

Region

-Size

of Total Income which
is Local Revenue

33.5%

49%

54, '

4acl.'.

of Total Income which
is State Revenue

37.6%

36%

34%

37 /

2 . 3,o

lr'.

% of Total Income which

is Federal Revenue

1'

Computed by Using Expenditure Pupil Units:
$12.50
Administration
Professional Administration 5.60
3. i5
Adminisb:.ation Clerks

$15 . 40
6.60
4 . 40

$14. 83
7.44
4.29

$14.74
7.24
A .04.

300.38
247.33
25.08
5.88
3.30
10.00 -

293. 79
240.78
25.44
5.26
4 . 02
ll.15

Computed by Using Expenditure Pupil Units:
Instruction
Classroom Salary
Princj.pal
Instructional Clerks
'l'extbooks
Teaching Materials

$319.77
174.30
17.0l
5 . 39
8.62
l .42

311.15
256.55
27.75
6.05
4.30
11.00
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Health Service
Health Personnel
Attendance
Food Service
Student Body Act.
Operations
Heat
Other Utilities
Operational Salaries
Maintenance .
·iaintenance Salaries
Fixed Charges
Employee Retirement
Transportation
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Debt Service Prin .
Income Raised Local
Income Received f rorn
State
InCP.rn~ R ... - . ved from
Federal

Paris

Nation

Region

3 . 50

2 . 30
1 . 95

.74

2.09
1.83

42.oi
7.42
s . 01
22.10
l2~So
3.08
8.24
1.88
20.00
8.53
4§.41
26.11

35~00
5.84
7 . 16
, 8.10

-----------------

Size

27 . 86
12 . 85
39.46
10 . 56
9 . 70
lr:::: . 52
21.13
6 . 90
18 . 00
3.66
4.61
11.21
27 . 69
19. 48

38.25
5 . 10
7 . 35
20 . 90
12.so
4 . 15
15 . 00
8 . 95
18.15
9.30
40 . 55
23.16

139.59

244.08

224.28

234 . 58

152 . 17

173.06

171.78

173.34

9 . 48

3.46

2.20

3.14

11!443
2 . 27
12 • .dl
6.91
20.40
9.29
~8 . 73

20.52
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EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

I. THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
1. Educational Objectives
Superior

Inferior

The system has a clearly worded, written
statement of broad educational philosophy
and aims which has been developed in close
cooperation between school -board members
and a ll l eve l s of t he prof ess i ona l staff .
Included is a clear statement of specific
educational priorities which lists ob ect ves n some or er o
mportance, w c
relates objectives to practice in the
schools, and which gives direction to curriculum planning. The statement has been
written or revised within the past five
years, is well publicized among the staff
and community at large, and is used consistently as one of the bases for curriculum planning and evaluation.

The system has no statement of educational
philosophy and aims; or has one that is obsolete and obscure, bearing little re l ationship to reality; or has one that has been
devised by the administration and imposed
upon the staff.

0

18

0

0

Average

Below
average

Inferior

Above
average

0

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap
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2. Scope of the Educational Program
Infer ior

Superior

Pre-kindergarten and kindergarten education
are not part of the educational program, .nor
are opportuni ties available for grades 13
and 14. The total program comprises just
12 years of instruction, grades l through
12.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

pr~

The basic educational program comprises
kindergarten and kindergarten education and
grades 1-12. Publicly supported institutions are available for education in grades
13 and 14, as well as for credit and noncredit adult study .
~

0

~

Average

Above
average

0

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

3. Pupil Growth and Development
Inferior

Superior
Focus of the educational program is upon t~
needs, interests, and abilities of pupils ,...,
as well as upon subject matter. Pupil creativity and problem-solving skills are fostered and developed along with appropriate
emphasis on factual content. Emphasis is
placed upon developing physical, emotional,
social, and intellectual competence, enabling pupils to develop their powers to learn,
to accept responsibility, to adjust to their
natural environment, and to relate appropriately to their social environment. Stress
is placed upon desirable changes in behavior and attitudes as well as upon the
absorption of information.

Focus of the educational program is almost
completely upon the acquisition of subject
matter. No provision is made for responding to individual pupil needs, interests,
or abilities. Factual content is stressed
exclusively; no effort is made to develop
or foster pupil creativity and problemsolving skills.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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4. Curriculum Organization and Content
Superior

Inferior
Teachers are held closely to an inflexibly
prescribed curriculum, or they are provided
with no guidelines whatsoever and left canpletely on their own, in which case the
textbooks or prograunned materials in use
control the curriculum organization and
content. There is either great rigidity or
great laxity in stated expectations for
pupils.

The vertical organization in each curriculum
area takes into account the logical structure
of the subject, the difficulty of the material as related to the pupil's intellectual
maturity, and the relation of the field to
other fields. Content is organized in such
a way that pupils may progress toward increasingly mature utilization and organization of their knowledge. Elementary and
secondary curriculums are closely coordinated
so as to avoid unnecessary duplication and
to i nsure a de quate coy erag e of sub1 e st mat ~

0

Inferior

0

Belowaverage

~
Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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5. Curriculum Study and Revision
Superior

Inferior

eval~

Each curriculum area is reviewed and
uated periodically for its logical progression through the grades and for its practical relationship to real-life situations.
The reviews are based upon studies of social
and economic trends, and utilize the knowledge and skills of all levels of the professional staff, of college and university
personnel, and of informed citizens. The
results and recommendations of various national curriculum projects are studied with
a view to applying promising findings. Experimentation with a variety of methods Of
organizing curriculum content is encouraged.

Curriculum study and revision are not encouraged and are seldom carried out, or
they are planned and carried out without
the involvement of the teaching staff,

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

'®.

Above
average

D

Superior
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6. Strategy for Curriculum and Instructional Change
Inferior

Superior

Change is sought for the sake of change,
with little or no thought given to the
over-all objectives of the school or school
system. Curriculum or instructional changes
are frequently imposed from the central office without the involvement and cooperation of staff members concerned, and with
little thought given to the individual differences or capabilities of staff members.

0

Inferior

0

Strategy for curriculum and instructional
change follows closely the careful development of educational objectives. Change is
instituted only after it has the support of
teachers, administrators, and community.
All supervisory personnel have the responsibility of developing with their staffs
concrete plans for carrying out curriculum
and instructional changes so that they are
understandable and can readily become part
of the educ~t~vnal program in trP ~lassroom.
It is recognized that staff members have
varying capacities for change, and this fact
is taken into account when changes are
sought.

0

Below
average

0

Average

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

7. Equality of Educational Opportunity
Inferior
De jure segregation exists in the system,
with respect to both pupils and staff;
strong effort is made by the community and
board of education to block or postpone
compliance with the 1954 Supreme Court decision ending purposeful segregation in the
public schools. If any compliance has taken
place, the civil and human rights of educators in the system have often been violated in the process.
or
De facto segregation exists in the schools
of the district, and little or no effort is
being made to either eliminate or reduce

Superior
De jure segregation does not exist in the
system. Wherever de facto segregation
exists, the camnunity, board of education,
administrative staff, and local professional
association cooperate in developing sound
and imaginative plans to eliminate or reduce
the condition. Plans for achieving a more
desirable racial balance of pupils and staff
personnel are accompanied by programs aimed
at strengthening school curriculums and at
developing democratic understandings, attitudes, and patterns of behavior among all
individuals and groups concerned. In addition, funds are used to inaugurate and conduct inservice training of staff personnel
in human relations, intercultural 1U1derstand-

14/THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

the condition, or to ameliorate its harmful educational effects. Schools in the
disadvantaged areas of the district manifest the following characteristics in comparison with tho1e in other areas:

ing, and strategies for educational change.
The cooperation of appropriate coamunity
agencies is enlisted in efforts to achie~
and maintain equality of educational op- ~
portunity. The public is helped to understand that ending de facto segregation is
an educational problem as well as one facing
the c011DDunity at large.

(a) School buildings are older than the
average, and in poor state of repair.
(b) Schools are understaffed and overcrowded
and lack essential educational facilities.
(c) Staff personnel are less experienced
and not as highly trained as the a¥erage
for the system. (d) Staff turnover rates
and the percentage of temporary or substitute personnel are high in relation to the
system average. Assignment to schools in
the disadvantaged areas is regarded by
staff as a stigma and is treated by the administration as a method of discipline.
(e) Instructional materials and special
services are less adequate than in other
schools of the district.

As part of the system's efforts to achieve
equality of educational opportunity, schools
located in disadvantaged areas offer, in
addition to specially staffed before-school,
after-school, pre-kindergarten, summer, and
remedial programs of various types, all the
special opportunity programs found in other
schools of the system. Such schools are
kept in excellent repair; they are staffed
with capable, experienced teaching and
resource personnel in sufficient number to
provide appropriately for the educational,
emotional, physical, and social deficiencies
which may exist in their pupil populations.
Ample funds are made available for such
projects as the development or purchase of
special instructional materials and cultural
enrichment programs.
System-wide criteria for the selection of
textbooks and instructional materials include emphasis upon the realistic portrayal
of minority groups, balanced treatment of
current social issues, contribution to i .
cultural understanding, and success in r
lating the school experiences of pupils to
the realities of their daily lives.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

o -

Average

Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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8. Staff Preparation
Superior

Inferior

All professional staff members hold college
gegreeR- Sixty percent or more possess at

More than 2 percent of the professional
staff do not possess degrees. Less than
20 percent possess master's degrees or five
years of professional preparation, Some
members of the administrative staff have
less than five years of professional preparation.

professional preparation. All members of
t he a dDiini strat i ve-supervisory staff possess
at least master's degrees or five years of
appropriate professional preparation; the
superintendent of schools has completed at
least two years of graduate study in an accredited university program designed to
prepare school administrators. At least
30 percent of the staff are actively engaged
in programs of graduate study.

~

0

0

Inferior

leas t JM Hter 1s de gr ees or f i y e y ear3 gf

Below
average

0

Average

0

Above
average

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

...

9. Staff Certification
Inferior

Superior

More than 5 percent of the staff fail to
meet state certification requirements and
are teaching with temporary or emergency
certificates.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

All staff members meet state certification
requirements for their positions.

0

Average

0

E

Above
average

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap
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10. Staff Growth and Development
Inferior

Superior

No provision is made for inservice professional growth. teachers are left on
their own to plan their activities as best
they can, with no cooperation or stimulation from the administration or board of
education.

(See also Section IV, #14.)

D

Inferior

Bel~

e

A coordinated program of inservice profess i ona l growth i s prov i ded for teachers aii.d..
administrative-supervisory personnel . and
funds are included in the school bud
for
Special courses, conferences,
meetings, an a variety of special activities
and workshops, including attendance at regional and national conferences and interclass and interschool observation, based
upon staff needs and interests, are planned
as a regular part of the school program to
upgrade and improve instructional techniques
and curriculum work. Ad~quate supervisory
assistance is provided to help with carry~
. ing out these processes in the schools and
e lassrooms. University and staff personnel,
including that of the local association, as
well as other locally available resources,
.share in developing and evaluating programs .
Individual school staffs are encouraged to
plan learning activities to me1t their specific needs , A professional library with
current materials is maintaineJ for the use
of the staff. .ppecific responsibility for
poordinating prof ess i ona l growth and development activities i s assi gned to speci a l ly
'des i gnated staff members.

D

Average

average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average
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Superior
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11. Number of Professional Personnel per 1,000 Pupils
Inferior

Superior

There are fewer than 35 professional personnel per 1,000 pupils, and little attention is given to the most effective deployment of staff.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

There are at least 65 professional p eregnn@l
per 1,000 pupils. Continuous attention is
given to the deployment of the professional
staff in the most effective manner possible,
taking into account the various geographical
and social factors prevalent in the district.
Professional personnel other than classroom
teachers account for at least 15 of the 65
professiona l personne l per 1,000 pupils .

~

D

Average

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

"2.

Specialized Instructional Personnel in the Elementary Schools
Inferior

Superior

No specialized instructional personnel are
employed in the elementary schools.

0

Inferior

Be P!
average

A sufficient number and variety of specialized instructional personnel are available at the elementary level. The work of
specialists in such areas as art , library ,
music, hea l th , physical education, science ,
mathematics, and reading is carefully integrated into the total elementary program.

0

Average
Action Needed To Close 'the Gap

0

Above
average

D

Superior
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13. Health Services
Inferior

Superior

Health services are either unavailabl e or
are availab le to a very limited extent.

D

0

Below
average

e

The district provides access to the servi ces of doct ors , nurses, denta l h
an au ometr sts n s u
c ent num ers to
.insure t hat no phys i cal def ect goes unAetected and no remedia ble defi c i ency i s
neglected.

0

Average

Above
average

0

superior

Act ion Needed To Cl ose the Gap

14. Special Services
Inferior

Superior

No special services are available.

0

Inferior

s

Below
average

In both elementary and secondary schools ,
sychologists, psychometrists, school so.c a wor ers , atten ance personne , teac . ers of homebound and handicapped , speech
.correcti oni sts, counsel ors , audio-vi sua l
s ecialists and other sp'e cial servi ce personnel (sometimes on a consu t ng as s
'"8'r'e"'8vailable in sufficient numbers and are
used in such a manner as necessary to serve
the needs of the instructional program and
as resources for classroom teachers. Results of special services to pupils are
promptly report ed to thei~ c la ssroom teachers.

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

D

Superior
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15. Special Education
Superior

Inferior

Specia l programs, as necessary, provide adequately for the unique needs of mentally,
physically, and emotionally handicapped pupils, as well as gifted pupils and non- .
English-speaking pupi ls. The cooperation
of nonschool agencies is enlisted in these
efforts.

There are no special programs for handicapped pupils or those whose needs are
unique.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

~

D

Above
average

Average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

16. Libraries
Inferior
There are no libraries in the elementary
schools. Libraries in the secondary schools
are poorly stocked and understaffed. Little
encouragement is given either to students
or staff to make use of the facilities
available.

Superior
Each school has l ibrary fa silities which
conform to standards established by the
American Library Association and the American Association of School Librarians.*
Libraries are designed with attent i on. to
accessibility both to students and to the
conmunity, are kept in use throughout the
day, before, during, and after school hours
at least five days per. week. Collections
are comprehensive and extensive, and include
magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, maps and
globes, atlases, indexes of cOllDllunity services, trip and lecturer files, material on
local history, and, where appropriate, college catalogues and vocational information
services. If planned in conjunction with
an instructional services facility (see
next item, Instructional Materials and
Equipment), the library also contains films
and film strips, disc and tape recordings
and recorders, projectors of various types,
pictures and slides, and other materials
which supplement and enhance the educational
program. In addition, elementary schools
have collections of supplementary books in
each classroom.
Librarians see their responsibility as
working with both pupils and teachers.
Schedules are flexible so that students
are able to use the facilities independently, in small groups, and in large groups.
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Books and other library resources are cir•
culated regularly throughout the schools.
*ALA Standards:
Personnel - l full-time librarian for
each 300 students up to 900; thereafter,
l for each additional 400 students or
major fraction thereof; l clerk for
each 600 students or major fraction
thereof (part-time responsibility for
audio-visual materials and program-increase by 25%; full-time responsibility for audio-visual materials and
program--increase by S<rf.).
Books - 1,000 pupils or fewer--between
6,000 and 10,000 books; over 1,000 pupils--at least 10 books per pupil.

0

Superior

0

M

0

Below
average

Average

Above
average

0

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

17. Instructional Materials and Equipment
Inferior
Little supplementary material is available
other than classroom maps and charts. Most
instructional materials and equipment, including texts, are obsolete and badly in
need of repair. There is no central instructional materials center or comparable
school facility.

Superior
The school system has one or more welllanned i nstruct i ona l ma t eri a l s and resources
f enters cons s n
e s
d
audio-visual center staffed by a full-time
or part-time coordinator. Each school building also has an instructional services facility in conjunction with the library or
housed separately.* Educational television
and radio, and various programmed self-instructional materials are used throughoutthe
school system as supplements to the instructional program. All instructional materials,
printed and non-printed, are evaluated periodically for their contribution to instruction and are kept up to date. Materials and
equipment are available to teachers on short
notice, and are kept in frequent use.
All instructional materials and equipment
are kept in daily use in the classrooms.
Teachers regularly make use of special audio-visual equipment and such supplementary
instructional materials as books, maps.
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globes, charts, films, multiple texts, reference works, newspapers, and magazines.
*Personnel guidel-ines adopted by Department
of Audio-Visua l · tnstruction, NEA (Elementary and Secondary Education):
ln schools with 15 teachers or fewer:
1/2 time audio-visual specialist.
In schools with 16 to 30 teachers:
full time audio-visual specialist.

1

Add one audio-visual specialist for each
additional 40 teachers or major fraction
thereof.
One, or the 'equivalent, semiprofessional
assistant (technician, graphic artist,
clerk, photographer, etc,) for each 30
teachers.
ln schools where audio-visual and library
responsibility is combined (the instructional materials concept), the amount of
staff required will be determined by adding the audio-visual requirements abov~
to the personnel standards for libraries
set by the Al.uerican Library Association.
It is recommended that the first specialist hired be an instructional materials specialist with training in both
audio-visual instruction and librarianship.
Every multiple . unit school district with
at least one high school and four elementary schools shall employ district
or system audio-visual specialist.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

~

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap
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Above
average

D

Superior
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18. Grouping for Instruction
Superior

Inferior

School system policy calls for flexible
grouping of pupils depending upon the educational purposes to be served at given
times. Both small and large groups are used
to facilitate i nstruct ipn. Short-range
grouping and regroupi ng are employed for
specific instructional purposes as needed,
Membership in the groups varies according
to pupil needs and t he specific goa l s to be
achieved •

Grouping of pupils for instruction is based
upon rigid classifications according to a
single var iable such as IQ, or purely for
administrative convenience.

. Within each academic subject in the secondary
s chool s, u ils are grouped on t he basi s of
achievement and interest; c nges n
i ng are made duri ng the year whenever evidence suggests the desirability of such
changes. All assignments to class groups
are based upon data concerning the most
desirable placement of pupils and teachers.
The effectiveness of various methods of
grouping are evaluated periodically.

0

Inferior

Be!w
average

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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19. Evaluatin1 Pupil Proeress
Superior

Inferior
Standar dized tests, if used at all, bear
little relation to the educational program
and are not used for diagnostic purposes,
Teachers are not encouraged to develop special - purpose evaluative instruments.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

Procedures and instrlllllents used for evaluati ng pupil progress are specifica ll desi ned
or an geare to t e e ucational goals and
the curri cul ar sequence in use in the sys~ All deci s i ons concerni ng pup ils are
based upon a variety of data in addition to
pencil-and-paper tests: teacher-pupil and-·
teacher-parent conferences, frequent observations in various situations, and a variety
of special-purpose evaluative i nst rument s .
Standardized tests are screened carefully
by the staff for their appropriateness in
terms of specific goals; their results are
reported to classroom teachers for diagnosing pupils' learning difficulties, and
are used with discrimination in pupil counseling and in instructional improvement and
diagnosis. In addition to measuring acquired skills, evaluation is geared to the
measurement of pupil growth in the development of desirable values, attitudes, concepts, and self-understanding.

D

R

Above
average

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

t

.t J?A

D

Superior
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20. Guidance Program
Inferior

superior

Guidance counselors are not assigned to the
elementary schools, and only a limited program of guidance exists at the secondary
level. Pupils seldom see counselors except
in emergency situations of a disciplinary
nature. Counselors lack effective relationships with parents and teachers.

0

Inferior

D

Below
average

All counselors and teachers, regardless of
grade level or subject taught, recognize the
importance of the classroom teacher's function in working with pupils; each pupil has
the opportunity to develop a close counseling relationship with teachers who know him
well. Specialized guidance personnel are
em loyed in both the elementary and secondary sc oo s.
u ance personne and classroom teachers see an important part of their
responsibility as maintaining close working
relationships. Counseling on personal problems is considered as important as academic
and vocational counseling. Parents are included in conferences when appropriate. At
the secondary level there is at least one
full-time guidance person for each 300 pupils; each pupil is able to see his counselor several times annually and more often
if necessary. , Group counseling is used
' here appropriate. Secondary school s make
guidance services available to pupils after
leaving school to assist them in adjusting
to jobs or new educational experiences.

g
Average
Action Needed To Cl ose the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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21. Reportin1 to Parents
Superior

Inferior

Re ortin methods used in the s stem stress
pupil progress in physical, social, an em~
tional development as well as in academic
attainment. Standards of pupil performance,
and the philosophy on which they are based,
are clearly stated on the reporting forms .
so that they are understandable to both pupils and parents. Reporting forms contai9
space for noting behavioral achievement and
"for Ehe i nf orma l camnent s of teachers., I n :
f ormation cont a i ned i n the report s i s based
upon both objective and subjective data.
Personal conferences with parents are regularly used to supplement written reports.
Written reports to parents are appropriate
to pupil age levels and hence vary within
different school levels, but are standardized throughout the system. Special committees comprised of professional staff and
parents meet periodically to review current
methods of reporting with a view to effecting desirable improvements.

Reporting to parents consists of little more
than periodic statements, expressed in letters or percentages, providing information
on academic achievement in subject-matter
areas.

.
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Inferior
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average
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D

Above
average

D

Superior
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22. Cooperation in Teacher Preparation
Inferior
The school system does not cooperate with
colleges and universities in the training
of prospective teachers.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

e

Superior

The system cooperates with ~ccredited colleges and universities in the development
and operation of a program of field experiences for student teachers, including student teaching and internships. Provision
is made for participation of the students
in all aspects of the educational program.
With the assistance of cooperating colleges
and universities, special preparation is
provided for cooperating teachers, and such
teachers have time assigned to work specifically with student teachers and interns
outside class. Participation in the program
is voluntary for selected teachers in the
system, and appropriate recognition and
compensation are given for the time and effort expended by cooperating teachers.

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

1K

superior
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23. Student Activities
Superior

Inferior

The school system encourages a variety of
desirable student activities. Active programs of student government exist in
schools, with student organizations performing many worthwhile school and cOUBDunity
services, and being given many opportunities
to deal intelligently with actual problems.
Comprehensive programs in the arts, sports,
and hobbies are conducted during school
hours on the el ementary ley el and after
school hours on a voluntary basis; trans portation and traffic supervision are provided
accordingly. Secondary-school activities
include intramural and interscholastic athletics, music, drama, publications, and special interest clubs and hobbies appealing
to all levels of student interest and ability. Special effort is made, and continual
evaluation is employed, to insure that all
segments of the student population have opportunity to be involved in the program.

.Programs of student government are not encouraged. When they do exist, they are
per.functory. Other types of activities provided during the day are extremely limited.
Although many pupils live in the immediate
neighborhood, voluntary after-school activities are not provided in the elementary or
secondary schools.
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Inf erior
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Average
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Above
average
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24. Research, Experimentation, and Innovation
Inferior
Research, experimentation,and innovation,
are discouraged; reliance is placed upon
traditional methods of organization and instruction; the status quo is both encouraged
and in evidence.

0

Inferior

~
Below
average

~

Superior

Research , experimentation , and innovatio! " '
are encouraged in the system, with an ample
portion of the annual operating budget allocated for these activities. Staff members are given adequate time to participate
in curriculum planning, research, evaluation, and other activities designed to improve the instructional program. The results of research conducted elsewhere are
incorporated into the design of activities
developed specifically for system use.
Individual teachers are encouraged to try
out new and experimental methods of instruction, and to share the results of such experimental methods. Studies concerning such
matters as school drQpouts, gifted pupils,
college performance of high-school graduates
and adjustment to jobs for those not going
to college are conducted on a regular basis.
Various approacheil:·- t;o instructional improvement which may i~dude such innovations as
nongraded schools;· team teaching, programmed
learning, and different methods of classroom
grouping, are encouraged and are in evidence.
All such innovations are under continuous
evaluation, and are not considered permanent
parts of the program until fully tested and
found effective. Specific responsibility
is assumed for keeping aware of research
funds available from foundation and gove1'11111111111l
mental sources.
--

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

superior

II. ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATION
1. Policy Determination
Inferior

Superior

Policies affecting staff personnel and the
educational program are formulated and revised without the participation of staff
members or their local association. New
policies and revisions of present policies
nearly always come as a surprise to the
staff members concerned.

Policies affecting staff personnel and the
educational program are cooperati ve l y devel~·
The l oca l associ ation regul arly
takes part i n revi ewing and feVisiflg policies. Pol icy proposal s , or recomnendati ons
~revi s i on of present polici es, are made
by the board o f education, th@ AdiidiilSLta-

t ion , t he l oca l associ ation , or by all
three. Written procedures gover n Ede development of district policies.

(See also Section III, #8)

~

Inferior
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D

Above
average

Average

Below
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

2. The Superintendent of Schools
Inferior
The superintendent displays irresolution in
the conduct of his office, and tends to
sway with pressures. He is inconsistent in
his dealings with board, staff, and community so that it is difficult to align him
with a position on any matter of importance.
He displays a decided lack of professional
leadership in his relations with board,
staff, and community,

The superintendent is autocratic and authoritarian in the conduct of his office.

Superior
The superintendent recognizes his responsibi 11 ties· to both the school board and the
professional staff, He maintains productive
contacts with key individuals and groups in
the community. Office staffing and procedures are such that he has time available
for individual problems, group conferences,
long-range planning, and dealing with various aspects of the educational program. He
keeps the board informed about all educational and business operations of the system. Reports submitted to the board are in
wr~ting, c~ear, and concise, with specific
recoumendations where necessary. He avoids
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He frequently does not inform the board
about school system operations and deals
with the staff in an arbitrary, inconsiderate, and tactless manner. The board is
kept isolated from contact with staff
groups because of the superintendent's wish
to be the sole representative of the staff
with the board. He tends to stifle staff
initiative. The local association is kept
weak and ineffective through favoritism,
manipulation, and fear of reprisal. The
superintendent keeps contact and coumunications with the public to an absolute mini-

favoritism or factionalism in dealings with
board, conmunity, and staff. He recognizes
and protects the right of teachers to negotiate through their professional associa- .illlla
tion on matters of policy affecting staff . . ,
personnel and the quality of the educational program, while protecting the rights of
individuals and minority groups to make
their views known. He keeps informed about
educational developments in the school system, the state, and the nation, and is a
spokesman for educational excellence,

mum.
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3. Central-Office Administrators and Supervisors
Inferior

Superior

The main function of administrators and supervisors is to carry out district directives, with no evident independence of operation or judgment. Arbitrary authority
is often displayed in their relationships
with principals and with classroom teachers. Efficiency in personnel accounting
and property management procedures tend to
hamper more important educational responsibilities. Administrators and supervisors
usually receive little support for decisions they have to make, and are often subject to unreasonable, petty, or vindictive
pressures. Resources allocated for physical facilities and personnel are not sufficient to meet the needs of the educational program.

The administrators and supervisors of the
school system are vigorous leaders and
spokesmen for improvements in education.
They are granted, and readily accept, wide
degrees of professional autonomy and roles
of leadership in the evaluation and improvement of instruction, but they do not exercise arbitrary authority in their relationships with principals or classroom teachers.
Personnel accounting and property management responsibilities are considered subordinate to teaching and learning. School
system policies and adequate physical and
personnel resources facilitate the work of
administrators and supervisors, enabling
them to perform their duties impartially
and free from unreasonable pressures.
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4. Administrative Staff for Individual Schools
Superior

Inferior
Some small schools (fewer than 250 pupils)
are headed by principals with full-time
teaching responsibilities. No secretarial
assistance is provided,

Head teachers in small schools are freed
from some teaching in order to assume supervision and administrative responsibilities.
school of 250 or more pupils has a
. full-time, nont eaching pri nci pal . For each
,group of 500 pupils, of ffactibn thereof i n
_excess of 500, there i s a fiiii- titil@ i991B Lant principal. Policy provides £6£ tower
rati os as udique circumstances or the complexity of a particular school situation
may require. Each school with six or more
teachers has at l east one fdfi- tidi! 9E1% e~ch

Some schools of 250 or more pupils do not
have full-time principals, and some schools
of 500 or more pupils do not have assistant principals. Secretarial assistance is
inadequate.

~·
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5. Dele1ation of Responsibility to Individual Schools
Inferior

Superior

Individual principals and faculties have
no voice in determining educational and administrative policies within their particular schools. Authority and responsibility
in the system are centralized to an extent
that stifles initiative and the assumption
of responsibility by individual schools,

,Individual building principals and faculties are given, and readi l y accept, .JU:.2!!!1nent roles as developers of educational pol, icies as they relate to t he i r parti cul ar
schools. Each school has authority and responsibility for developing and carrying on
necessary and desirable relationships with
the public in the area served by the school.
Procedures for expediting and evaluating
the learning process are developed locally
within the framework of general policies
governing operation of the school system.
A high degree of cooperation and coordination is maintained among the various schools
in the system.

or
The Central Office provides little or no
leadership, nor is there any coordination
of effort among the schools. Schools are
left on their own to develop policies and
procedures as they see fit.
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6. Communication with Staff
Inferior
Little attempt is made at staff CODlllunication. Information that is available often
consists of hearsay and rumors, and tends
to lead to low staff morale and confusion
about school system policies and procedures.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

e

Superior

All staff personnel are kept well informed
of school system policies, procedures, and
other matters of interest. A variety of
informational media is used, including,
where appropriate, meetings, bulletins, and
newsletters, staff councils and conmittees,
personal conferences, workshops, and staff
handbooks. Written coamunications are
phrased to avoid misunderstanding on the
part of the staff. Specific pr ovision is
made for two-way communication. The l ocal
association ls routinely itlfbrmed of the
times and places of board of education meetings, and is provided with advance agendas
for these meetings.
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7. Public Information Pro1ram
Inferior

Superior

.No attempt is made to keep the public in•
formed about the operation of the schools.
The attitude displayed by school system
officials toward the various news media is
generally uncooperative. Citizens are
generally poorly informed or misinformed
about the district's educational program,
progress, and problems. Except at times
when bond issues or special referendums
are inminent, the local association is not
recognized as having any function in informing the public.

The school system supports a vigorous and
honest program of public information which
provides comprehensive news concerning the
progress, problems, and operation of the
schools. The program includes bulletins,
school publications such as newsletters
and special reports, assistance to l ocal
news media in securing accurate information
and access to newsworthy special projects,
encouragement of participation in parentteacher organizations, and the involvement
citizens in s ecial study committees
, gram. Staff members are e pe
n un erstanding their individual roles in public
relations. A s pe cifisally desi gpated sta.ff
.piember is res~onsible for coordinating the
.J>rogram of pu ii c l ntormaEion , and ttaeqaftte
budgetary provision is made for the program.
e local association is reco ized as havi ng a ri ghtful share in keeping the pu
c
informed about the schools.
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8. Data-Processing Service
Inferior

Superior

Data-processing equipment and service are
not provided or are not available to the
school system.

,Full advantage is taken of up-to-date dataprocess i ng equipment , providing a total in.formation program appropriate for the size
of t he schoo l system. Applicati on of equi pment is made on a coordinated basis in such
areas as pupil and staff personnel, facilities, financial accounting, curriculum,
and instructional materials. New areas of
application are integrated with the program, but only after careful examination of
their educational merit and utility. A
staff conmittee is charged with the responsibility for developing these new areas,
eliminating duplication, and evaluating how
well the total system is serving the educational program. For the professional and
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clerical staff there are regular inservice
training programs in the application of dataprocessing to educational use. Appropria~
safeguards are taken to protect the confi""'
denti ality of information about pupils and
staff.
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9. Transportation Service
Superior

Inferior

Pupil safety, economy of operation, and
contribution to the educational program are
considered of paramount importance in planning and carrying out transportation service in the district. Comprehensive safety
inspections of all vehicles are regularly ~
scheduled. Maintenance and needed repairs ~
are provided at frequent intervals. Evacuation drills are held regularly; at least
one drill annually involves evacuation
through the emergency door of the bus.
There is a seat for every pupil who normally rides, and pupil conduct reflects appropriate supervision. School vehicles are
available and used for worthwhile field
trips, interschool programs, and other desirable educational activities in addition
to transportation to and from regular classes. Drivers are carefully selected and
adequately compensated; they are given extensive initial instruction and regular supervision while on the job ,

Vehicles are generally old and dirty, and
in poor mechanical condition. Buses are
usually overcrowded; pupils are generally
disorderly because of a lack of proper supervision. Evacuation drills are not held.
Vehicles are seldom, if ever, used for educational purposes. Drivers are selected
haphazardly and receive little instruction
before assignment and little supervision
while on the job.
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10. Food Service
Superior

Inferior

The school lunch program is considered an
integral part of the school system's operation, contributing to the basic health,
nutritional, and educational needs of
pupils. Up-to-date central facilities for
handling and processing food are maintained,
with individual service and dining facilities provided i n each school . High standards of cleanliness are maintained in all
places where food is stored, processed, or
served. Delivery service to schools is
prompt and efficient.

Facilities for the preparation and services of pupils' meals do not exist.

Dining facilities in individual schools
are attractive, well-maintained, and amp le
in size for the mmber to be served; ~
ing arrangements are f l exib l e, and allow ·
for a variety of natural pupil groupi ngs,
as we ll as adaptab111ty t o speci a l - purpose
uses. In large schools, private dining
faciliti es are mai ntai ned f or adult per0sonne l.

MehUS

are

vatted and food is dis-

played attractively. The prices of meals
for pupils and staff are kept as low as
possible consistent with high quality.
The conduct of pupils reflects adequate
supervision.
Food service personnel are carefully selected, well trained, and adequately compensated. Food service supervision is
adequate to insure efficiency and economy
of operation.
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Ill. THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
1. Selection of Board Members
Inferior

Superior

Board members are appointed by the mayor,
court judges, or some other governmental
group, generally on the basis of partisan
political considerations,

The method of selection results in securing
board members who are representative of the
entire coumunity and not of special interest, and who are coumitted to the welfare
of the public schools.
Board members are selected by means of nonpartisan elections held at special times,

Board members are elected by means of partisan elections, with candidates running
under the sponsorship of political organizations.

-0
Inferior

or
If board members are appointed, machinery
for selecting candidates includes a caucus
coumittee or some other organized community
plan for canvassing, screening, and nominating only the beJt qualified candidates.
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2. Size and Composition

The term of office for board members is from
4 to 6 years. The board has 5, 7, or 9 members. Less than a majority of the terms of
office expire in any single year. Few board
members serve for more than two terms.
Board members are committed to public education, understand the importance of public
schools and the school board's role in public education, and represent the community
as a whole rather than segments of the population.

The composition of the board changes frequently with complete or majority turnover
at each election,

Average length of service on the school
board is 12 or more years.
The board is too large for effective discussion or too small for adequate representation of the community. Members of the
board frequently represent special interest
groups in the community and seek to protect
these interests to the detriment of the
educational program.
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3. Orientation of New Members
Superior

Inferior

A systematic, cooperative program conducted
by the superintend ent. experi enced board '
members. and selected s t a ff personne l is in
.pperation to give new board members inf or,mation basic to learning the duties and
respons ibilities of DoAfd tHfWBetslttp . _
Resources from nearby universities, the
state school boards association, and the
' state department of education are used.
Pertinent printed materials, both those
locally developed and those of more general
applicability, are supplied; other professional publications including educational
periodicals are made available to all board
members.

Little or nothing is done to introduce new
board members to the responsibilities of
board membership. Cliques in the board.
community. and schools compete for the loyalty of new members.
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4. Methods of Operation
Inferior

Superior

There are no written policies governing
school-board operation . The board gives
the superintendent little authority to
carry out his responsibilities, sometimes
barring him from board meetings. Standing
committees generally carry out administrative functions. The board does not participate in activities of its regional, state,
and national counterparts.

There is a set of written bylaws governing
all phases of school-board operation. The
board clearly recognizes the superintendent
as its chief executive officer, seeking
and considering his recomnendations on policy matters and delegating to him and his
staff the responsibility for administering
adopted policy. The board participates in
activities of its regional, state, and national counterparts.

Policies, rules, and regulations governing
the schools are not available in written
form. Few meetings are open to the public.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

Current policies, rules, and regulations
governing the schools are made widely available in all the schools throughout the community. All meetings except executive sessions are open to the public.
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5. Board Meetings
Inferior

Superior

Meetings are held too frequently or not
frequently enough to accomplish board business properly. Meetings are poorly organized, with no written agendas and no accompanying reports upon which to base decisions. Minutes of the meetings are too
sketchy to be of value, or too voluminous
to be readable, and are not available in
appropriate form.

Regular meetings are scheduled from 12 to
24 times annually, with special meetings as
required--usually no more than 12 annually.
Agendas ·are prepared by the superintendent
and the board president and sent to board
members, news media, and the local association president well in advance. Clearly
stated procedures for inclusion of agenda
items are specified in the board's rules.
Board members receive pertinent written materials and recomnendations along with the
agendas. Comprehensive minutes of regular
and special meetings are available to interested individuals.
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6. Responsiveness to the Community
Inferior

Superior

The board generally acts without reference
to community thinking, but sometimes responds to the undesirable influences of
pressure groups. Citizens committees are
not appointed, and public hearings are not
held \.Ulless required by law. Complaints
and petitions concerning the schools are
seldom answered, or, if answered, are dealt
with in such a manner as to cause controversy. Budgets and bond issues are frequently turned down by the voters.

The board maintains contact, through its
meetings and by the appointment of citizens
coomittees when necessary and desirable,
with the thinking of all segments of the
coumunity. Parent-teacher organizations in
particular, and citizens in general, are
encouraged to be actively interested in education and the improvement of the schools.
Petitions and complaints are considered
thoughtfully and with dispatch, and the
staff and the community are promptly informed of resulting decisions. Reasons are
always given when it is necessary to reject
petitions from special-interest groups or
recommendations of citizens committees.
Public hearings are held before action is
taken on matters of extreme public interest
and importance.
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7. Ethical Standards
Superior

Inferior

Official actions of board members concern
only the welfare of the school system; no
member uses his office for personal profit,
advancement, or patronage. The board adheres to the codes of ethics of its regional, state, and national counterparts . Purchases in any substantial amount are always
placed on bid, with contracts awarded to
the lowest responsible bidder.

ndividual board members sometimes exploit
their positions by such practices as nepotism in appointments, solicitation of businness or patronage from school employees,
personal profit from awarding construction
or school supply bids, or seeking special
consideration for some staff members or pupils . School-board business is sometimes
conducted by individual members.
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8. Negotiation with the Staff
Inferior

Superior

ere is no professional negotiation agreement. Policy decisions, unilaterally made
by the board, usually come as a complete
surprise to those concerned. Any staff
suggestions, requests, or complaints are
either ignored or considered evidence of
"disloyalty" and dealt with severely. Frequent conflict arises, and harsh unilateral
action on the part of the board is more
the rule than the exception. The board
does not recognize any organization as representing the staff. A general punitive
approach is exercised in relations with
the staff.

,'.rhe board bas formallt adopted a written
professional negoti at on a! reement which ·
overns the devel o ent an revi s i on of policies affecting staff welfare an t e qua ity of the educational program. The superintendent i s i nc l uded i n a ll negoti ati ons.
s ecific rovision is made f or resolving ,
through educationa c anne s , pers s ent
. disagreements t hat may arise duri ng negotiations. The board recogni zes as t he neotiatin re resentati ve t he organi zati on
ing in Lts mem ers p a ma or y o
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IV. STAFF PERSONNEL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
1. Development of Policy
Inferior

Superior

School system policies affecting staff personnel are formulated and revised without
participation of staff members whom they
affect. New policies and revisions of present policies are handed down by the school
board or administration to the schools and
instructional staff. The local association
is ignored in the development of policy.

0

District policies affecting staff personnel
are cooperatively developed bv the board of
education, the administration, and the local
association . The l oca l associat i on l s i nvolved . in the revi s i on of personne l po li ci es.
Polic
ro osals, or suggest i ons f or revi sions of resent po c es, are n t ate
y
the local assoc at on as we
ministrati on

(See also Section III, #8 )
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2. Written Policies·
Superior
~
All policies affecting staff personnel are
clearly stated in a handbook or other convenient reference form, a copy of which is
given to each staff member. Provision is
made for review and possible revision at
periodic intervals in order to keep the policies up to date.

Inferior
There are no written personnel policies.
Personnel matters are generally handled as
they arise, without guidelines or established precedents.
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3. Job Descriptions
Inferior

Superior

Job descriptions are not available in writing; the result is ambiguity and confusion
among staff members as to both job requirements and locus of authority for specific
staff functions.
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Inferior
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Written descri tions are develo ed for each
class of position. Necessary qua ification~
duties, orga.JJ.izationa l re l a tions hip§ , arid
• accompanying respons ibilities ate taenllfied.
Li nes of respons iBilitY Arid Atitltbtltj ate
- clearly defined. Descriptions are brought
up to date, when necessary, with the cooperation of affected individuals and groups
or their representatives.
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4. Recruitment
Inferior

Superior

No formal staff recruitment program is in
operation. Efforts at recruitment lack direction and often are based upon expediency,
capriciousness, and favoritism toward certain applicants.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

The recruitment program is designed to find
the best qualified personnel available.
Recruitment is considered a continuous process and is conducted over a wide geographical area. Effective relationships with
teacher placement agencies are maintained.
Adequate budgetary provision is made for the
publication of informational brochures and
for the travel of representatives to selected
colleges and universities. Requirements and
qualifications are detailed for each opening
and are sent to placement offices and applicants. The entire staff is kept informed
of existing and expected va~ancies and is
encouraged to suggest qualified individuals
who could be invited to apply. Cooperation
of the local association is secured in all
aspects of the staff recruitment program.
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5. Selection
Superior

Inferior

Selection criteria which include the maintenance of desirable staff balance, have
been established cooperatively for both
teaching and administrative positions. Emphasis in selection is placed upon advanced
preparation and professional experience, but
potentially outstanding beginners are also
considered for employment. Systematic procedures for candidate appraisal are followed,
including use of detailed application forms,
checking of personal and professional credentials, personal interviews with more than
one interviewer, and classroom observation
when possible. Special consideration is
given to graduates of teacher education Rrograms accredited by the National Council lor
Accreditation of Teacher Education.

Local candidates are sometimes employed
solely on the basis of favoritism or as a
result of political pressure . Only inexperienced teachers are employed. Qualified
applicants are sometimes denied employment
because of nonprofessional factors such as
race, religion, age, sex, residence, or
marital status.
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6. Contractual Agreement
Superior

Inferior

Each staff member annually receives a written statement of employment specifying his
assignment, salary, number of days to be on
~ and any specia l increments.

No written statement of employment is. issued, other than mention in board minutes
which are not generally available and not
widely disseminated.
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7. Orientation
Super ior

Inferior
There is no system-wide orientation program
in evidence. Responsibility for orienting
teachers new to the district is not assumed
by the system, individual schools, or the
local association.

0

&

Below
average

Inferior

Orientation is considered a year- long process
for teachers new to the sys t em , With tne
program sponsored jointly by the board of
educati on , the administration , and the local
associati op
Individual schools also assume
major responsibility in or ientation. The
ro ram assists new teachers in becom~ ad
justed to the commun t y, t e s c oo sys em,
the local association , and the individual
school . Opportunity is provide d f or eva l uation of the program by the participants as
well as by experienced staff members. Cooperation and active involvement of appropriate community agencies is enlisted in the
program.
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8. Initial Assignment
Superior

Inferior

Assignment is based upon careful consideration of specific job requirements as well
as individual prepar ation, experience, and
preference. Special consideration is given
to the placement of inexperienced teachers
and special supervisory and consultative
assistance is provided for them.

Teachers are assigned with little regard to
experience or expressed preference, often
outside their major fields of preparation.
Discrimination on the basis of such factors
as race or rel igion frequently guides teacher
assignment. New teachers are frequently
given the most difficult assignments, without regard to their preparation for these
assignments.
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9. Transfer
Inferior

Superior
Decisions on transfers take into consideration the desires of staff members as well as
the needs of the educational program. Insofar as possible, all personnel involved in
specific transfers are consulted, and consideration is given to the morale of the entire staff when plans for transfers are made.
Appropriate explanations are provided when
a staff member is transferred or when teacher-initiated requests for transfer are not
granted.

Transfers are made without consulting the
staff members involved. Requests for
transfer are seldom granted, and no explanations are provided. Transfers are sometimes used as rewards or punishment, or are
based upon pol itical or other nonprofessional considerations.
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1O. Promotion

e

Superior

Inferior

As a regular practice, administrative-su·
pervisory vacancies are publicized initially
among the staff. Selection procedures conform to the merit principle, utilizing, so
far as possible, objective techniques for .
assessing the relative competencies of candidates for specific positions. There is
a program in operation for the training and
development of potenti a lly outstanding ad .ministrati ve-supervi sory candidat es within
the system.

~QIQO~ional

vacancies are not publicized
among the staff. Administrative appointments are made from outside the system;
local candidates are not considered for
promotion. Qualified candidates are often
denied promotional opportunities because
of such nonprofessional considerations as
race, religion, age, or sex.

Promotional vacancies are filled with local candidates, sometimes as a result of
political pressure. Decisions are made on
the basis of seniority or arbitrary administrative preference, regardless of the
relative competencies of candidates.
Qualified candidates are often denied promotional opportunities because of such nonprofessional considerations as race, religion, age, or sex.
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11 . Evaluation
Superior

Inferior

Although special emphasis is placed upon
probationary teachers, every professional
. emp l oyee is evaluated on a continuing basis
.and shares res onsibUity f or such eva lua tion.
The primary purpose of eva uat on s oo e
upon as the improvement of performance and
is in no way related to salary. The school
system conducts inservice workshops for the
orientation and training of personnel responsible for evaluation, and takes this responsibility into consideration in determining
work load and staff requirements. Procedure~
evaluation forms, and guides are developed
on the basis of cooperatively developed
standards of performance and job descriptions. Criteria of evaluation are explicit,
are written, and are made known to all staff
members at the beginning of each school year.
Criteria appropriate to each professional
task are used for the evaluations. Each
observation and evaluation includes a consultation between the staff member and the
evaluator. Various techniques are used, including evaluations by more than one evaluator. Staff members sign and receive,. copies
of written evaluations, and review and appeal procedures are in operation.

There is no evaluation procedure in evidence. Evaluators are poorly prepared and
given insufficient time for their work.
Procedures are haphazard and generally
depend upon the inclinations of individual
school administrators. Staff members are
rarely visited by supervisors, and evaluations are not shown to or discussed with
those evaluated. Evaluations are usually
based upon the subjective judgments of a
single superior, and are used in connection
with salary placement or other forms of
reward or punishnent.
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12. Paid Sick Leave
Superior

Inferior

t least 15 da s annuall are rovided at
full salary, with provision for un m ted
accumu l ation of unused leave. Po l i cy includes provision for paid absence owing to
illness in the iDDDediate family.

Fewer than nine days annually are provided
at full salary, with fewer than 20 days'
accumulation of unused leave. Policy does
not include provision for absence owing to
illness in the iD1Dediate family.
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Paid Leaves for Personal Reasons
Superior

Inferior

A minimum of three days annually at f u ll

Leave for personal reasons is not granted
without loss of salary.

salary is proy ided for persgnal absence he-

; ause of death in the family, graduation of
chi l dren f rom school, re ligi ous obseryances,
court summonses, and other justifiable r ea_sona.
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14. Paid Professional Leaves
Superior

I nf e rior

A minimum of two da ys annually at full salary is provided for such professional activities as attendance at professional conventions, conferences, or meetings; professional speaki ng engagements; service on committees or in special workshops outside the
school system; and visits to other school
systems. Systematic procedures have been
established for the pa}>ment of travel and
lodging expenses in cases in which such
leave accrues to the benefit of the school
system.

Paid leave for professional reasons is not
available.
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15. Paid Sabbatical Leaves
Superior

Inferior

Sabbatical leave is granted on a s; stematic
basis f or s t udy or e d ucationa l tra_ e l.
·staff members become eligible for such leave
every seven years. Paid sabbatical leave
for recuperation of hea l th is also granted
where justified. Full salary is provided
for a semester ' s leave , or at least ha l f
salary for a full academic year .

Sabbatical leave is not available.
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16. Extended Leaves
Inferior

Superior

xtended· leaves without salary are not
available.

0

I nferior

Extended leave without salar y is granted for
such purposes as maternity, military service,
exchange teaching, holding .. political office,
professional association service, Peace
Corps or other governmental service, and
professional study. Policies concerning
tenure and retirement status . as well as
salary p lacement and assignment upon return
to service , are clearly delineated .
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1<:l.1edlcal Examinations
Inferior

Superior

There is no requirement for initial or
periodic medical examinations.
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Policy requires medical examination, including chest X ray, upon initial employment and
at periodic intervals thereafter. Required
examinations are provided at school system
expense.
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18. Assessment of Staff Attitudes
Superior

Inferior
No effort is made to assess staff attitudes.

g
Inferior

0
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Systemati c procedures are emp loyed to asse
staff attitudes, in order to detect and eliminate sources of staff dissatisfaction, and
otherwise to improve the ability of the school
system to attract and retain superior staff
personnel. Procedures include questionnai5e
surveys , interview surveys, group conf erences,
exi t i ntervi ews , and other appropri a t e t ech~
The anonymity of staff members is
guarded when reporting the results of attitude assessment.
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19. Tenure and Separation-Probationary Personnel
Superior

Inferior

The probationary period is seen as an extension of the selection process. Dismissal
for professional reasons is initiated only
after efforts have been made to assist in
improvement and after notification of intention to dismiss by a stipulated date.
Dismissal for professional reasons is based
only upon systematic reports of evaluation,
and written reasons for dismissal are provided upon request_. When necessary, administrators are required to explain the specific
efforts and actions taken to assist probationary teachers in becoming successful in
their work. Upon request of a probationary
teacher alleging improper nonrenewal of contract, opportunity for a hearing is afforded.
When no state tenure law is in force, local
policy provides for permanent employment
(continuing contract)after a staff member
has served a probationary period of two or
three years.

Probationary teachers are often dismissed
without cause for dismissal being stated
or benefit of due process.
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20. Tenure and Separation-Permanent Personnel
Inferior

Superior

Staff members and the school systems are
not protected by a clearly defined, written dismissal procedure. Dismissal is
generally arbitrary, with no recourse to a
higher authority and no provision for a
hearing of the case. Little effort is made
to avoid publicity and embarrassment to the
~arties involved.
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Whether or not specified by state law, a
dismissal procedure is clearly stated in
writing and faithfully observed in practice.
The procedure includes written notice of
contemplated dismissal submitted by a stipulated date reasonably early in the school
year, specific charges or reasons stated in
writing, and an opportunity for an impartial
hearing if desired. Every staff member is
guaranteed the right to be represented by
counsel or other individual of his own
choosing, to call witnesses, and to be provided with a report of the hearing. Policy
calls for judgment by his peers as well as
by school authorities. Reasonable care is
taken to avoid unnecessary publicity and
embarrassment to all parties involved.
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21. Grievance Procedure
Superior

Inferior

Problems that arise in the administration
of personnel policies, or alleged grievances
of individual staff members, are dealt with
in accordance with a clearly written statement of principles and procedures. A formal procedure through educational channels,
including a specified sequence of steps, is
in operation for dealing with grievances
which cannot be settled informally. There
is clear definition of what constitutes a
grievance, the number of steps in the process is kept to a minimum, and reasonable
time limits are imposed at each step. Arbitration by a neutral third party is included as a final step. Staff members may
pursue the settlement of grievances through
normal administrative channels or through
an appropriate committee of the local association.

There are no written procedures or generally understood principles or practice for
dealing with the grievances of staff members. The handling of grievances is a
secret process. Action is unilateral and
arbitrary with no recourse for the aggrieved party.
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22. Retirement Information
Inferior
No program for retirement preparation is
in evidence; accurate information is difficult or impossible to obtain.
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Superior

Full information is provi ded concerning the
many pr ocedural requi rement s necessary to
secure retirement , insurance ! and social
. security benefi ts upon retirement. Pertinent i nf ormati on i s i nc l uded i n the personnel policies information provided to all
employees. Assistance with these matters
is provided upon request. Pr eretirement
counseling is available . the program l a carr i ed on i n cooperati on with t he l oca l asaoela tion .
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22. Retirement Information
Inferior
No program for retirement preparation is
in evidence; accurate information is difficult or impossible to obtain.
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Superior

Full information is provided concerning the
many pr ocedura l requi rements necessary to
secure retirement, insurance! and social
. security benefi ts upon retirement. Pertinent i nf ormati on i s i nc l uded i n the personnel policies information provided to all
employees. Assistance with these matters
is provided upon request. Preretirement
counseling is available. the program l s carr i ed on i n cooperati on with t he l oca l assoela tion.
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23. Substitute Service
Inferior

Superior

Substitute teachers are generally underpaid
and unqualified, and no effort is made to
orient or evaluate them. Little substitute
service is available, there is no list of
available personnel, and teachers are sometimes forced to secure their own substitutes. ~ther than employ substitutes,
the administration sometimes divides
classes and distributes pupils among other
classes in the building. Salaries paid to
substitute teachers bear no relation to
professional training and experience.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

Well-qualified individuals are recruited and
screened thoroughly for substitute service,
and an up-to-date directory of available
personnel is maintained. There is a written
salary schedule for substitute teachers,
based upon professional training and experience. Size o~ school system permitting,
several permanent teachers are assigned as
"roving" substitutes. Orientation and evaluation programs for substitute teachers are
in operation. School principals share in
the selection of substitute teachers who
work .in their buildings.

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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24. Personnel Records
Superior

Inferior

Complete records of all employees are mai
tained in a central location. The file
includes up-to-date information concerning
certification status, preparation, experience, and professional growth, as well as
evaluations, correspondence, application
blanks, and other pertinent material. The
records are readily accessible to authorized
personnel, but their confidential nature is
carefully safeguarded. Opportunity is
provided for staff members to add re l evant
materi a l to t heir records , and to have access
t o a ll ma t eri a l other t han statements of

Records of staff members are either nonexistent or are kept in a very haphazard
manner. Staff members do not have access
to the material in their files. Material
of a derogatory nature is sometimes kept
on file with no statement of verification
and without the knowledge of the staff member concerned.

S"eEerence

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average

~

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

V. PROFESSIONAL COMPENSATION
A. Salaries
1. Schedule and Implementation
Superior

Inferior

A written salary schedule has been officially
adopted by the board of education. It includes detailed provisions for implementation. All staff members are on schedule
steps appropriate to their years of experience and professional preparation.

There is no written. officially adopted salary schedule. or there is a schedule which
is not applied equitably to all personnel .
Salaries are usually bargained individually.
Many staff members of long experience in
the system are below their appropriate
schedule steps based upon professional preparation and years of experience.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior
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2. Development and Revision
Superior

Inferior

The salary schedule is cooperatively deve
oped by t he board of education. the @dministrative staff and the local a
t s reviewed annually and revised periodically. Frequent use is made of pertinent
salary studies and reports, and the research
and consultative resources of county, state,
and national organizations are called
upon as needed. Careful consideration is
given to structural relationships and equity
to all staff members in developing or revising the schedule.

The schedule is usually developed and revised by the administration without participati on of the staff. Little or no thought
i s given to pertinent research data in revising the schedule, or to the needs or
wishes of the staff.

D

Inferi or

~
Below
average

D

D

Above
average

Average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

t'

l -.

0

3. Single-Salary Schedule

Superior
No distinction is made in the schedule among
staff members on the basis of grade level or
subject taught.

Inferior
Separate schedules or stated differentials
are provided, based upon grade level and/or
subject taught.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior
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4. Professional Basis
Superior

Inferior

Salaries scheduled and paid are based solely
upon professional preparation, experience,
and evidence of professional growth.

There is evidence of salary differentiation
based upon such nonprofessional factors as
sex, race, marital status, religion, number
of dependents, or political affiliation.

0

Inferior

0

0

0

Above
average

Average

Below
average

~

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

5. Minimum Salary
Inferior

0

Inferior

Qt

Below
average

for beginning
s at east equi.va-

The minimum
bache or s
l ent to t he

The miniml.Dll salary scheduled for beginning
bachelor's degree teachers is less than
60 percent of the current NEA salary goal.

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

l

.

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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6. Maximum Salary with Master's Degree or Five Years of Preparation
Inferior

Superior

The maximum salary attainable for a master's
degree or five years of preparation is less
than 55 percent above the bachelor's degree
minimum.

I

D

Inferior

Below
average

The maximum salary attainable for a master
degree or f ive years of preparation is at
l east
percent above the bachelor's degree
minimum.

ioo

D

D

Average

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

7. Preparation Levels
Superior

Inferior

The schedule recognizes the bachelor's degree,
master's degree, sixth ~ear , seventh t ear ,
and earned doctorate.
ifferenti a i sor each
additional year 1s preparation are at least
10 percent of the bachelor's degree base a
minimum, and 20 percent at maximum. Provis ion is made for intermediate preparation
classes between the major preparation levels.

The schedule does not recognize preparation
levels beyond the master's degree.

~
Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

D

Superior
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8. Number of Annual Increments
Superior
The schedule contains no more than 10 annual
increments at the bachelor's degree level in
order to reach maximum salary, and between
10 and 12 at the master's degree or sixthyear level, exclusive of long-service increments.

Inferior

~The

schedule contains 20 or more annual increments to reach maximum salary at any level
of preparation, exclusive of long-service
increments.

or
At the M.A. level or higher the schedule contains fewer than eight annual increments to
reach the maximum.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

«

D

Above
average

Average
Action Needed To Close the

D

Superior

Gap

9. Amounts of Annual Increments
Superior

Inferior

The amounts of the annual increments in each
preparation level average at least 8 percent
of the bachelor's degree minimum.

The amounts of the annual increments in each
preparation level average less than 3.5 percent of the bachelor's degree minimum.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

D

Above
average

Average
Action Needed To Close the

Gap

Sup~rior
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1O. Experience Credit
Superior

Inferior

Full salary credit, year for year, is prov
upon i n i tial emp l oyment for prior professional teaching experience. Clearly stated
criteria have been established for the evaluation of pri or nonteacfiing experience, i nc l uding military servi ce, which is related to
the teacher's position in the school system.

Initial placement on the salary schedule may
not exceed the third step, sometimes granted
on a partial basis. Recognition of nonteaching experience is limited solely to military
service.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

~

D

Average

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

11. Merit Pay
Superior

Inferior

Ratings of teacher performance are not
to determine salary.

A merit pay plan has been developed without
the participation of those affected by the
plan, and .has been imposed upon the staff.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average
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~

~

Superior
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12. Supplementary Salaries
Superior

Inferior

A conscientious effort is made to equalize
the total work load insofar as possible.
When this is not possible, extra pay is
provided for duties accepted by teachers outside school hours on the basis of objective
criteria which have been cooperatively
developed and clearly delineated in writing.
Supplementary salary allotments are provided
for all teachers who accept the assignment
of extra duties.

No effort is made to equalize total teacher
load. Athletic coaching positions are the
only ones for which extra pay is provided.
Amounts scheduled are sometimes far too low
in relation to the value of such positions
and the time spent in performance of the
tasks. Extra pay positions are not open to
women, and other forms of discrimination
are sometimes practiced in the assignment
of such positions.

D

Inferior

D

D

D

Average

Below
average

Above
average

IX!

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

1:).. Administrative-Supervisory Salaries
Superior

Inferior

Salary schedu les for administrative and su-

There are no salary schedules for administrative and supervisory personnel. Compensation is generally determined on the basis
of individual negotiation.

Ql

Inferior

D

Below
average

pervisory personnel are dey elgpe d in cgopera-

tion with the staff members concerned. are
in writing, and cover all positions below
the rank of superintendent of schools. The
schedules recognize, by appropriate ratios
or differentials, such factors as professional preparation, administrative experience, supervisory responsibility, size of
staff, length of the work year, and complexity of the service. Regulations for
implementing the schedule are c lear·ly defined.
The schedules are reviewed annually and
revised periodically as needed,

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

D

Superior
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B. Fringe Benefits
1. Group Health Insurance
Superior

Inferior

An adequate plan of group health insurance

No plan of group health insurance for staff
members is available.

0

0

0

0

Average

Below
average

Inferior

is available to staff members. The plan includes hospitalization, surgical, and major
medical provisions. The program, including
optional coverage for dependents, is financed
in whole or in part (at least 50 percent of
cost) by the board of education or other
fiscal authority.
Above
average

0

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

2. Group Life Insurance
Superior

Inferior

An adequate plan of group life insurance is

No plan of group life insurance for staff
members is available.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

available to staff members. Coverage is
equal to at least one year's salary. The
program is financed in whole or in part (at
least 50 percent of the cost) by the board
of education or other fiscal authority.

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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3. Liability Protection
Superior

Inferior

Staff members are fully protected from financi a l lia bili t y ar i s i ng f rom the per f ormance
of t hei r duti es. Protecti on of at l east
' $100 , 000 i s provided at system expense.

Staff members are not protected from financial liability arising from the performance
of their duties.

0

0

0

18

Above
average

Average

Below
average

Inferior

0

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

4. Payroll Deductions
Superior

Inferior

Payroll deductions are made, upon the request
of i ndiv idual teachers, for purposes which
include the payment of local, state, and national professional dues; the purchase of
tax- sheltered annuities; credit union shares;
U. S. Savings Bonds; group insurance premiums;
and various programs sponsored by professional associations.

Payroll deductions are limited to those
legally required.

~
Inferior

0

Below
average

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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5. Other Benfits
Superior
Other types of fringe benefits made avail
t o s t a ff members i nc l ude such bene fit s as
tax- s he l tered annuities, income protection
insurance to supplement paid sick leave,
tuition payment, credit union, blood bank,
workmen's compensation, housing bureau, and
preventive health measures such as chest
X rays and low-cost flu shots.

Inferior
Additional fringe benefits are not made
availab l e to staff members.

~
Inf erior

0

Below
average

0

Aver age
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D·

Above
average

0

Superior

VI. CONDITIONS OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
1. Academic Freedom
Inferior

Superior

There is no policy which affirms the academic
freedom of staff personnel. Strict adherence
to specified content, methodology, and organization of all subject areas is required;
strict adherence to specified time schedules
for various subject -matter areas in the elementary schools is strictly enforced. Discussion of controversial issues is discouraged, and teachers are often subject to
unwarranted criticism and pressures when
such issues arise in the course of class
discussion. Staff members are granted no
professional independence.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

Written policy specifically affirms the
academic freedom of s t aff personne l and outl ines proceaures to be f ollowed when sucn
f reedom i s urldif itEACk. the tetteliet ts
gi ven broad auenoriey t or adapting the content, methodology, materials, and organization of learning experiences in his classroom. Within le al re uirements teachers
have free om to use t eir own professiona
t udgment in making time allotments necessary
n f ulfiil1ng Efie1r i ns Eruc E1onAI t!spous rbility. lndiv1duAI Stiff memoerg aze
granted wide latitude in the realm of intellectual interest and are protected in their
right to delineate, examine, and discuss controversial issues.

~

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superior
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2. Personal Freedom
Superior

Inferior

Written policy guarantees to all staff members freedom in their personal lives equal
to that accorded other professional persons
in the comnunity. Policy also guarantees
full political freedom, including voting,
discussing political issues, campaigning for
candidates, and running for elective office,
so long as such activities do not inject
themselves into the school or classroom.
The staff is free from pressure to participate in comnunity activities not of
their own choosing. There are no restrictions on staff members' holding outside
positions which do not interfere with their
professional efficiency.

Staff members have often been censured for
social practices that are commonplace for
other professional groups in th.. co· 1unity.
Staff members are required to maintain local
residence and encouraged to do business in
the community. Pressure is applied for
participation in various community activities. School personnel are forbidden to
discuss political issues, campaign for
candidates, or run for public office. Unreasonable restrictions are placed upon outside employment of staff members.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

D

Average

D

Above
average

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

3. Teaching Assignments
Superior

Inferior
More than 10 percent of the classroom teachers are teaching one or more periods in
grade levels or subjects which do not conform to their major fields of professional
preparation.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

All staff members are

teachin~

inJSrade levels

or subiects Which conf o rm to ;bei~maior

fields of professional preparation.

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior
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4. Work Load
Superior

Inferior

Written policy specifically defines appropri ate work l oads f or staff members. Considerat i on i s gi ven t o such factors as composition of classes, necessary out-of-class
planning, and noninstructional responsibilities. Schedules and assignments are balanced
so that staff members have reasonably equal
work loads. The school system carries on
continuing studies so as to equalize work
loads insofar as possible. Additional compensation is provided for teachers whose
duties require time spent in excess of normal work loads. Teachers are scheduled for
no more than 25 hours weekly in classroom
instruction or supervision 0£ groups of
pupils. All classroom teachers, including
elementary, have at least one 40-minute
period daily, in addition to their lunch
period, free for planning or other professional activities determined by the teachers themselves.

Certain staff members are assigned substantially heavier work loads than others. There
are obvious inequities in work load among
and within schools. No consideration is
given to differences in required preparation
or out-of-class activities in establishing
work loads. School system policy calls for
a longer work day and week than are necessary
for carrying out professional responsibilities. The method of providing extra compensation for extra duties is inequitable.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

Ab! e
average

0

Superior
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5. Clerical and Nonprofessional Assistance
Teachers are relieved of such noninstructional duties as computi ng attendance records,
entering s cor es on pupil records, typing ,
scori ng s t andardized t est s, supervi s i ng bus
and l unchroom routi nes, and collect i ng f unds,
by the employment of clerical and nonprof ess i onal personne l t o perf orm the s e tasks .
The supervi sory and admini strat ive s t a ll is
'pzootded Willi 9Uf!ICIEHC Cl@fiCll Help ihd
the phys i cal means f or accomp lishing necessary duties •

No clerical assistance is available to
classroom teachers, and equipment for typing
and reproducing instructional materials is
inadequate or nonexistent. The supervisory
and administrative staff have insufficient
clerical assistance.

•

Inferior

D

Below
average

e

Superior

Inferior

D

D

D

Superior

Above
average

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

~ ;

-

6. Lunch Period
Superior

Inferior

All staff members have an uninterrupted
lunch period of at least 45 minutes.

Policy or practice requires that teachers
eat lunch with their pupils, each day,
without any compensatory free time for such
duty.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior
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7. Policy on Class Interruptions
Superior

Inferior

The school system has a specific written
policy on c l ass i nt erruptions. Communi cations to teachers and school activities are
so organized as to keep to a minimum such
classroom interruptions as bulletins, messages, loudspeaker announcements, special
events, removing pupils from class, special
sales, and collection of money for various
purposes. Insofar as possible, classroom
interruptions are strictly limited to emergency announcements and special safety drills.

Unnecessary and sometimes prolonged interruptions of classroom schedules and work frequently occur.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

l1(l

D

Above
average

Average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

C{ Policy on Pupil Behavior

Superior

Inferior

The school system has a specific, written policy on various aspects of pupil behavior and
discipline. Consistent support of teachers
having to make use of its provisions is given
by administrators, supervisors, and board
members. The policy includes provision for
special counseling of pupils having recurring
behavior problems and, if necessary, assignment to special classes or schools.

There are no specific policies on pupil behavior, little or no administrative cooperation in the handling of discipline problems,
and no consistency in disciplinary measures.
Teachers are generally left to their own
devices in dealing with recurring problems
of pupil behavior, and are seldom supported
in their decisions concerning disciplinary
infractions.
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Inferior

0

Below
average

D

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior
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9. Work Rooms and Faculty Loun1es
Inferior

Superior

There are no special facilities available
for staff members to do out-of-class work
or to rest. Only makeshift facilities are
available; these are usually unsuitable,
crowded, and uncomfortable. Teachers must
furnish the facilities as best they can.

g
Inferior

0

Below
average

Each school has

D

Aver'8e
Action Needed To C1ose the Gap

0

Above
average

D

Superior

VII. THE SCHOOL PLANT
1. Sites and Buildings
Superior

Inferior

Schools are reasonably accessible to the populations they serve. The sites are free from
safety hazards and obnoxious odor~, are aftrac tively landscaped, and well maintained,
and have adequate usable acreage to accomnodafe a ll school activities cODIIor t a bty.*
Large ur6an school systemu employ appropriate
architectural designs in order to make the
most creative possible use of limited acreage.
School buildings are functional, well located
on their sites, and visually attractive. All
schools are of fire-resistive construction-:Schools near business and i ndustri a l cent ers
are built so as to minimize street noi ses and
other distracting infl uences. Ail buildings
are desi gned so as t o achieve maximum utilization of their sites.

A majority of the school sites are poorly
l ocat ed, too small, subject to traffic
noises and obnoxious odors, and are generally inadequate to accoumodate desirable
school activities. Buildings are inconveniently located on their site, drab and institutional in appearance, and poorly adapted
to the pr ograms .they serve. Some schools
are not of fire-resistive construction;
some schools do not conform to minimum state
standards and codes. Older schools are usually not renovated until they present dangerous safety hazards.

*Mini.mum size of site guidelines established by the National Conference on Schoolhouse Construction 1964 edition of the Guide
for Planning School Pl ants, are as foll~
Elementary: 10 acres plus an additional acre
for each 100 pupils of projected maximum
enrollment.
Junior high: 20 acres plus an additional acre
for each 100 pupils of projected maximum
enrollment.
Senior high: 30 acres plus an additional acre
for each 100 pupils of projected maximum
enrollment.
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Inferior

0

Below
average
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Average
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0

Above
average

0

Superior
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2. Building Facilities
Superior

Inferior
Few schools have facilities and equipment
adequate for all educational needs. Many
schools have poor lighting, inadequate heating plants and sanitary facilities, and poor
or outmoded plumbing.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

Facilities and equipment ade uatel support
a
nee s o t e e ucat ona program.
ssroom teachers respons ible f or us i ng the facilities are involved in all phases of their
planning. Elementary schools have special
kindergarten rooms, well-equipped indoor and
outdoor physical education and play facilities, showers, special health and science
rooms, auditoriums, cafeterias with facilities for hot meals when needed, libraries,
special education rooms, sanitary indoor
toilets, lockers, storage rooms for musical
and audio-visual equipment, classroom storage
space, instructional materials centers, and
well-appointed teacher and administrative
offices and lounges. Secondary schools have
all of the foregoing plus facilities for
homemaking, business education, art, vocational and general shops, music, drama, and
student activities. School spaces are flexible and adaptable to community use. All
facilities are designedwith particular att en ti on to safety, lighting, color, heating,
and cooling, ventilation, acoustics, dimensions and aesthetic appearance.

~

Average
Action Needed to Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

Superi
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3. General Purpose Classrooms
Superior

Inferior

General purpose classrooms and related faci11 t i es are suffi ci ent in number and size to
meet the needs of the educational program
without split sessions and wi t h t he mai ntenance of desirable pupil-teacher ratios. All
classrooms are e uipped for the use of va;r:ous types o au o-v sua me a. £_ assrooms
are ampl e i n size and are designed f or maxi -

Some school buildings have an insufficient
number of classrooms. Classrooms are generally too small for desirable programs to
be carried out. Buildings are overcrowded;
split or multiple sessions are necessary to
accOllDllodate the school population.

mum

aaaptibtttty ea various ktttaA at &matt

and l arge i ns ffuCEibhii grouping .
Kindergarten rooms are designed especially
for use as kindergartens, and contain a pproximately 50 square feet of space per pu-

-

pil .
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D
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4. Operation and Maintenance
Inferior

Superior

The schools are generally kept in a poor
state of cleanliness and repair. Custodial
serVices are poorly conducted and organized,
resulting in wasteful practice and poor
standards of performance. Custodial and
maintenance personnel are generally untrained, and supervision of their work is
insufficient and lax. Maintenance is generally confined to emergencies. Schools
are generally old and very costly to operate
and maintain.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

All schools in the system are kept in good
repair, Standards of cleanliness and housekeeping are uniformly high. Policy calls for
regularly scheduled, periodic safety and
maintenance surveys, and inspection of all
school buildings, sites, and facilities. Preventive rather than corrective maintenance
is the rule. The custodial and maintenance
staff is adequate in number, well trained,
and well supervised. Budgetary allocations
for these services are adequate for the
maintenance of high standards, with older
schools receiving proportionately higher
allotments.

D
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Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior

VIII. DISTRICT ORGANIZATION, FINANCE,
AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1. Size of the District
Superior

Inferior

The school district is of sufficient size to
provide all necessary educational service
wi t hin i ts own boun3ari,s. I f t he district
is very l arge, decentra ized services are
provided to offset in part the impersonal and
regimented administration associated with
vast size. If the district is smaller than
necessary for these services, it takes full
advantage of an intermediate unit or other
cooperative or inter-district administrative
arrangement for providing a diversified program. No pupil has to travel longer than one
hour to reach his school.

Although too small to provide all necessary
educational services, the district has made
no arrangements for sharing services with
other administrative units in order to expand its educational program.
or
The district is large and makes no effort
to counteract the problems of large size by
the use of administrative provisions for decentralization of school operation and administration.
ior

0

Below
average

~

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

Above
average

0

superior
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2. Organization of the District
Inferior

Superior

The district is not unified. Elementaryand secondary-school pupils attend school
in separate districts. There are separate
tax rates for each level, and separate
boards of education.

The district is unified, encompassing
least elementary and secondary schools in
one a~ministrative and operational entity under a single board of education. Some pupils
may attend school outside the district to
benefit from special programs.

D

Inferior

D

D
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average

D
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Above
average

Average

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

3. Fiscal Authority of the District
Inferior

Superior

The school board is completely dependent
upon some other governmental body for financing the schools, and is required to
submit the school budget to this body for
approval and to submit to control from this
body in the disbursement of school funds.

D

Inferior

0

Below
average

The
The
tax
and

school district is fiscally independ~
school board has authority to set the...,
levy for school purposes, and to adopt
administer the school budget.
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Superior
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4. Current Expense per Pupil
Superior

Inferior

Annual current expense per pupil, exclusive
of capi~al outlay and debt service, has
shown a steady increase. The current expense
figure per pupil is at least doubl e t he comparabl e figure f or io years ago.

nnual current expense per pupil has remained static or actually decreased in recent years.
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D
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Inferior

D

D

Average

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

5. Budgetary Process
Inferior

Superior

The budgetary process is a one-step operaon, geared to a minimum estimate of the
evenue likely to be available, lacking provision for growth and improvement in the
educational program. The budget is generally prepared by the superintendent and the
board without any participation of other
professional staff. School budgets are frequently defeated at the polls.

The city council or other external authority
maintains complete control over the budget.

D

Inferior

The school budget is considered an instrument
of educational policy and is the major planning document of the district as well as a
guide for spending. Budget deye lopment is a
cooperative process , involving the administrat hre Btaff. individual school s , the local
~a sgc i p ti gn . and the board of educati on. The
budget document integrates the district's
educational spending and finance plans and is
an accurate reflection of sound educational
philosophy. The budget is presented and
interpreted to the CODDIJUnity, and ample opportunity is provided for discussion by interested citizens before formal adoption by
the board of education.

D

D
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average

Above
average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

D

Superior
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4. Current Expense per Pupil
Superior

Inferior

Annual current expense per pupil, exclusive
of capi~al outlay and debt service, has
shown a steady increase. The current expense
figure per pupil is at least doubl e t he comparabl e figure f or io years ago.

nnual current expense per pupil has remained static or actually decreased in recent years.

QI

D

Below
average

Inferior

D

D

Average

Above
average

D

Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

5. Budgetary Process
Inferior

Superior

The budgetary process is a one-step operaon , geared to a minimum estimate of the
evenue likely to be available, lacking provision for growth and improvement in the
educational program. The budget is generally prepared by the superintendent and the
board without any participation of other
professional staff. School budgets are frequently defeated at the polls.

The city council or other external authority
maintains complete control over the budget.

D

Inferior

The school budget is considered an instrument
of educational policy and is the major planning document of the district as well as a
guide for spending. Budget deye lopment is a
cooperative process , involving the administraividual school s, the l ocal
~a sgc i p ti gn. and the board o
e ucat on.
e
budget document integrates the district's
educational spending and finance plans and is
an accurate reflection of sound educational
philosophy. The budget is presented and
interpreted to the CODDIJUnity, and ample opportunity is provided for discussion by interested citizens before formal adoption by
the board of education.

D

D

Below
average

Above
average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

0

D

Superior
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6. Business Administration
Inferior

Superior

The head of the business office is directly
' responsible to the board of education or
city council instead of to the superintendent.

All functions of the business office
to the super nten en , an
e en
tion is philosophically geared to
the educational program. Steps are taken to
insure the efficient expenditure and accounting of funds. Size of the school system permitting; automated methods are used for such
processes as accounting, disbursement, and
payroll, or automated business facilities are
used on a shared basis with other school · systems. (See Section II, Number 8.) Staff
requisitions for supplies and equipment are
handled with promptness under a written and
widely understood method of operation. Annual or biennial audits are conducted under
independent, external auspices.

Business methods are outmoded and equipment is outdated and inefficient. The purchase of supplies and equipment is based
upon cost with little or no regard to quality, and staff members are given no voice in
choosing educational material. The requisition process is cumbersome and inefficient.
Audits are conducted internally and usually
entail no more than a balancing of accounts.
In general, the administration of the business office serves to hinder rather than
facilitate the educational program.
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Inferior

D

Below
average

D

Average
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D

Above
average

D
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7. Local Tax Effort
Inferior

Superior

The district makes no tax effort beyond
what is required by the state.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

In addition to the tax levy required by the
state, the district makes use of any tax
leeway permitted by law to provide an educational program of high quality,

D

D

Average

Above
average

Qg
Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

8. Administration of Property Tax
Inferior

Superior

Some property escapes the assessment rolls.
The assessment of comparable properties is
uneven, and there is no provision for continuous or periodic reassessment of property
so as to insure that valuations reflect current market values and are on a uniform basis. Special classifications or parcels of
property frequently are penalized or favored in the assessment process. The state
provides no supervision or training for local assessors. Local assessors are chosen
more for political reasons than for their
technical qualifications.

D

Inferior

D

Below
average

All taxable property in the district is
listed on the assessment rolls, is properly
classified, and is assessed at the same ratio
to market value, All local assessors are required to possess adequate qualifications for
their work in property assessment. Reassessment is a continuous process, or takes place
at frequent intervals, so as to insure that
all property is on the tax rolls and is classified properly, and that valuations reflect
current market values.

0

Average
Action Needed To Close the Gap

D

Above
average

~

Superior
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9. Cooperation with Local Governmental Units

e

Inferior

Superior

'lhe district makes no effort to coordinate
its activities with those of other local
gover nmen t a l units, and makes no use of facil ities which might be available.

The district cooperates and coordinates With
other local governmental units in levy increases and tax and bond referendums. It
takes full advantage of services, facilities,
per sonnel, and funds available through other
local governmental units for use by the
schools.

0

Inferior

0

0

Below
average

0

Average

Above
average

~
Superior

Action Needed To Close the Gap

10. State Support and Services
Infer ior

Superior

The district fails to take advantage of
special state financial programs or educational services.

The district takes full advantage of st
financial support for local programs and of
educational and consultative services available through the state education department.

0

Inferior

0

Below
average

0

Average
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0

Above
average

gr
Superior
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11. Federal Support
Inferior

Superior

The district does not participate in federal
financing of education. Children are deprived of needed educational services because of failure to take advantage of available funds. ·

The district takes full advantage of funds
available to it from the federal government,
and uses specialized assistance, when necessary, to ascertain the extent and availability of various federal programs. Such funds
are not used to diminish the tax effort made
at the local level. Care is taken to insure
that programs wholly or partially supported
by federal funds do not receive inappropriate
emphasis in the educational program.

The district uses federal funds to reduce
the support received from local sources.
Federally sponsored or financed programs
dominate the educational program.
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0

Below
average

0

Average
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0

Above
average
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